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MRS. BOWERS: May I have your attention, please.

We will begin by introducing the Board and calling for

3 appearances.

I'm Elizabeth Bowers. I'm a lawyer, and a member of

5 the Kansas Bar. l have been in federal administrative

6 proceedings for almost twenty-seven years, fifteen years as

government counsel and the last eleven plus as presiding

officer for P.A.A., H.E.W. and the last six and a half years

9 with this program.

10 On my right is Dr. Richard E. Cole. Dr. Cole is an

11 environmental scientist. His background before joining the

12

"13

Atomic Safety. and Licensing Board panel .on a full-time
basis,'s

I also am,: he was on the faculty of the Environmental

14 Engineering School at the University o North Carolina in

16

.Chapel Hill. At...that time he headed a special program in

Guatemala for four years, which is,.'of':course, an interesting

17 and unusual experience. He also has been on the panel

18 approximately the same time as I have.

19 And on my left is Mr. Ernest Hill. Mr. Hill has

20 Bachelor's in Engineering, a Master's in, Nuclear Engineering

and he has been with —in and out of teaching and research

with Berkley and the Livermore Laboratories. With Livermore

23 Laboratories, he ' had inc reas ing assignment of r esp ons ibi1 it y

24 heading various programs. And he is with the laboratory now,

and he is one of our part-time members of the panel who serves
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on an ad hoc special assignments basis.

Let me call for appearances: Is Applicant present ?

iNR. REYNOLDS: Ny name is Nicholas Reynolds, a

partner in the law firm of Debevoise R Lieberman in

Washington, D.C. With me this morning at the counsel table

is Mr. Joseph B. Knotts, Jr., a partner, Nr. Richard Q.

Quigley, who is Chief Counsel for the Washington Public

Power Supply System.

MRS. BOWERS: Is he NRC Staff present?

10 MR. PATON:: Yes, Mrs. Bowers. Ny name is William

13

Paton, attorney with the Regulatory Commission and a member
t

of,t,he Bar of the State'of Maryland. With me. iy Richard. K.

.Hoefling, also a member of the Bar 'of the State of 'Maryland,

14

.15

and co-counsel with me representing the Staff. Also with us

.:at...the „gab1e:is:.Jan,,Norrice„.Environmental Manager, and .,
16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

David,Lunch, Licensing Prospect Manager.

NRS. BOWERS: Are the Petitioners present?

MR. DARBY: Ny name is Creg Darby, petitioning on my

'wn behalf and on behalf of the Hanford Conversion

Prospect.

At the table with me is Susan Garrett, also petitioning on her

behalf and the behalf of the Hanford Conversion Prospect.

NRS. BOWERS: Do you have something further?

MS. GARRETT: is this the appropriate time—
MRS. BOWERS: I'm going to call for one more

appearance. Is the State of Washington present'





5Z. CARR: The State of Washington is represented

in this -- is represented by Thomas Carr, and l'm an

Assistant Attorney General for the State of Washington, I'l
be speaking on behalf of the State of Washington. I am

accompanied here today by the Chairman of'the Siting Council, .

Nr. Nicholas Lewis, and seated behind me, Nr. William Pitch,

Executive Secretary of the Siting Council of the State of
'I

Washington, and two Council members.

10

MRS. BOWERS: Ns. Garrett,. first what l'd like to
I

do is recite a little,bit of background on this proceedings,

11

1'2

0

13

and then immediately get into the matter at hand..

Now, the Nuclear Regulatory Gommission noticed oui July
~ ~ ~ ' ~

26th the Pederal Register, that the application had been

14

,. „.....15.

16

filed for an operating license and that notice set out

.iriformation if..persons'"or -groups--wanted",to'petit1on to'.

intervene, or if people were interested in making a limited

appearance.

18 There have been three petitions filed by the Petitioners

here, and rather than call them amended or second amended

20 amended, I, am going to call them 1, 2 and 3.

21 Now, the first petition was filed on August 28th, 1978

22 to intervene by Susan Garrett and Helen Vozenilek as

individuals and on behalf of the Hanford Conversion groups

24 On September l8 the Nuclear Regulatory Staff responded .to that

petition, and the Applicant responded on September 22~,jd.
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Then —well, first we'l get into the substance of those

things later. But the same petitioners filed a second

petition on November 8, 1978. And the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Staff responded on December 10th, and the

Applicant on December 15th.

Now, a third petition was filed on January l0, 1979.

Before we proceed into substance, perhaps the Petitioners

would explain how there has been a difference in representatio

here in the matter of Helen Vozenilek and Nr. Greg Darby

coming into this matter.

12

13

NR. DARBY: Ns. Vozenilek was the original petitioner
'n behalf'of t'e prospect. .She later deveXo'ped -.w'as unable'.

to pursue the intervention she got't 'the time and resources

14

..;:...,.15

16

available, and she has withdrawn her name from our petition,
'I

,and „I have rey3.yoked.„ her as ;eppesentative. of .Che Rhnford
'

Conversion

Prospect,

although I do also petition in my own

interest.
18

20

NRS. BOWERS: One thing I should mention before I.go

any further, I would like you to ask you'..Co gust call me

Nrs. Bowers so we don't get into any complicated terminology

21

22

23

24

25

about the Chair.

On December 21, following several abortive attempts

because of various problems in service and the weather, an

order was issued by this Licensing Board setting up this

pre-hearing conference, and said proceeding will commence at



1 9:00 local time, the public is invited to attend: No limited

2 appearance statements will be heard at this particular

3 conference.

Now, in a very brief bench conference before we begin,

the representatives of the parties and counsel for the

6 parties asked about an agenda or procedure, and we mentioned

that there are a number of contentions that have been filed
8 by Che Petitioners. We also mentioned that a primary

9 interest to not only this Board but to Che other parties is
10 Che question of the Petitioners'nterest. So we would like
11 to begin::-with that.

12

13

'Z'on't know who'w111 be the s iokesperson,'ut we .would

like —do you have any hing further to say on the question

14 of interest'

".;.; We.ask~you ."as,was":mentioned'-in: the'behch .conference",::not

to repeat what 1. in the file documents. We have studied

them carefully.
18 NS. GARRETT: We would like to respond to a few

19 points that were raised by Staff, specifically in response

20 to the second petition.

21 Staff ma'de the point that iver. Roll, one of the Applicants

in the second petition, alleged only personal damage. And I'd
gust like to clarify that Nr. Roll aileges more than gust

24 personal and economic damage. He alleges "health and safety

and environmental matters at issue," and that's in his



1 affidavit which has been attached to'he petition.

And on" page 1 of his letter, which »s attached to the

3 petition, he also alleges "actual fear for his well being,"

4 and properties which also are near the proposed site, and that

5 is in page 1 of the letter. So he alleges more than just
6 economic interests or economic damage.

And I glanced at the FERMI case, which is a fairly
8 recent case in..April '78, and in that part»cular case, the

10

Applicant was merely a member of a co-op which purchased

power from the utility that would have been affected in that

case.

1213'n this case, Mr. Roll ac'tua11y owns property himself

that is, near the site 'of the reactor and he has alleged fear .

14 of his personal safety.

..".:.l6

16

17

18

I

.-:.: -, The: s'eccpd-: point:h'ad;:ta'.da-.with the; affidavit:of Nr;" Rell ~ "

as well, that they were not timely filed. And with regard Co

Chat objection, we would Just like to point out that this
I

Board's order dated October ll, 1978 specifically gave the

Petitioners leave to "file amended petition to correct the

20 deficiencies which had been identified previously by Staff,"
21

22

and that is precisely what we did, and we did it in a timely

fashion under the Board's order of October 1.

24

I believe Mr. Darby will have to speak to some issues.

MR. DARBY; As we have mentioned before, we are

25 petitioning on behalf of the Conversion Prospect which has





I

6

members in the area, and in our own behalf. There has been

discussion of the distance an individual lives from the

site and their interests, and we would ask the Board to

consider the previous rulings giving various distances from

the plant as merely —as a situation which can be overlooked

at this time because of the unique situation of the Hanford

Nuclear Reservation. The WSSPP Plant is not in isolation

10

but there are several facilities on..the Reservation, and

Susan and myself live down stream from Por land, are subject

to whatever radiation could be released by any of these

facilities. And the WSSPP Plant under consideration today,
1'2

~
' 13"

..15

16

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

which nuclear wasts are being stored under the .Reservation,

et c'etera; and we therefore believe that there is a consider-

able risk unique to this region and those living on the

Columbia River:,,:and:.ghat, therefore<although.pre,.i/ye,.further„.

down the river than is normally considered close enough to

have an interest in the case, we feel that this residual risk
should be sufficient for the Board to grant us interest in

this proceeding.

NRS. BOWERS: lt was mentioned in the bench

conference, a request was made that you clarify the situation
concerning Ns. Vozenilek.

NR. DARBY: Ns. Vozenilek has withdrawn as a

petitioner, but she is still interested in this prospect and

we'e representing her interests.
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NRS. BOWERS: And Nr. Reynolds, would you like to

2 respond to the interests'

NR. REYNOLDS: ln our bench conference, Nrs. Bowers,

4 you indicated that you did not care to receive detailed

argument and basically rehashing the points which we set forth

in the pleadings. So we will not belabor the points which we

7 set forth in our pleadings.

However, I think it is imperative in this case to set the

9 tone for the proceedings by discussing briefly the appeal

Board's decision, which we cite in both of our answers to the

12

13

first petition and second petition to intervene. This is

an operating .license proceedings 'and .Commission
re'gulations'rovide

t'h'at absent' petition to intervene, there will be

14

'5
no hearing in this case. The Appeal Board in. addressing

,ghe,,Zimmer„, proceedings, wh$.ch..was....aq operating,Zicense.;...,;..-:::.,

proceedings, admonished licensing Board that before granting

intervention and thereby triggering an operating license

hearing, the Licensing Board should take the utmost care to
19

20

satisfy themselves fully that there is at least one contingent

advanced which on its face raises an issue clearly subject to
21 adjudication in the proceedings. And secondly, that the Board

22 should, take equal care in operating license cases to assure

23 itself that potential intervenors have a real stake. That is,
24 true interest recognizeable as such in law in the outcome

25 of the proceedings.
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Now, as we set forth in our pleadings, we submit that

these petitioners have neither a valid contention or true

interest in the proceedings.

Let us discuss interest first. As to these 1ndividual

petitioners, Mr. Darby and Ms. Garrett, we submit that their

residence in the City of Portland, approximately 220 miles

from the WNP 2 site and approximately 180 miles from the

WNP site is too far, too remote to invest personal interest

in them. The cases are clear on the point. Mr. Darby.'s

suggestion that special treatment be given this case should

12

13

certainly not persuade the Board to do that. These cases

are legal 'precedents.'The Board is bound by those cases.
r

~ ~

- One of 'your members on the Licensing Board Panel in
14

...* . '15

16

17

18

the South Texas case recently conducted his own survey of
r

cases. an interest, that..Xs. the„d1stagce;.Xrqm,.the..facM%ty,. „..
~ . r,lg ~ ~ ~ lg, ~ .. ~ ~ ~

and concluded he found no cases indicating a personal interest

would be based on distance beyond 50 mlles from the facility
site.

19

20

21

These two individual petitioners'uggestion that they

may consume food 'produced within 50 miles of the WNP 2 site

will a.iso not support their petition for intervention. It
22

23

does not distinguish them from any other member of the

public. The cases are clear. We have cited those cases in

24 our pleadings.

25 In addition, Mr. Darby is a late petitioner to intervene.





12

His request to participate in the proceeding was not containe

in the first petition. The Commission by its notice for

opportunity of hearing required that all petitions to

intervene be filed by August 28. His was not filed by

August 28. Accordingly, pursuant to the regulations in

2.710 he is required to make additional showings for his non-

timely filing. He has failed to make any of these showings,

and for that reason alone cannot be granted intervention

status.

10

12

13

In summary then, as to the individual petitioners as we

indicate in ou". pleadings neither of them has an interest in
the'roceeding 'nd'cannot. 5'e granted'ntervention status;,

With respect to the Hanford Conversion Prospect, we

14

.,,....15
'16

17

18

19

20

~ 21

su>mit that all but five of the members of that .group reside

..:100::miles. ar-',ggare.wpproximately„10g:. ~s.:.or:.more..-.fram..the:.', - ":.

'NP

2 site, and therefore that group cannot obtain and

'represent interests based on those individuals.

With respect to three of the individuals who live closer

than that, these people live in Yakima, the surrounding area

which is approximately 55 to 60 miles from the WNP 2 sf te,
again, too far from the Commission precedent to invest

22

24

25

personal interest in the proceedings.

That leaves us with two petitioners, tHo members, s o-

called members of HCP through whom that group may obtain

representational standing. The first is Mr. Roll. Mr.



Roll is a resident of Oregon, a few hundred miles from Che

WNP site. He claims Co own land in Kennewick, perhaps

20 to 25 miles from the site. We believe that in the first
place, his interest cannot be based on Che fact that he stands

in the shoes of his tenants on his rental property. And the

cases are clear. The inte est is personal and that absent

delegation of authority to represent, Nr. Roll cannot stand

10

in the shoes of his tenants.

With respect to these other allegations of interest, we

find Chem vague, general, lacking in the specificity which is

13

required by Che Commission's regulations and by legal
P

precedent, and in short,. fatal to his requests. Xn any event;

Nr; Ro3:ls'dmission to HCP, his request to 5'oin Chat group

14 came after the original petition to intervene was filed.
15

16

Accordingly,'.he Coo,, 1s, late..in,. this. proc@edits,...And ..if..: .".-..

HCP is to base its representational standing on Nr.
Rolls'8

19

20

21

23

24

25

interest, then it must demonstrate according Co 2.714 that

five factors weigh in its favor as far as nontimely filing is

concerned. They have not done so.

Tne last member, so-called member, of HCP, a Mrs.
I

Long who lives in Richland approximately l2 miles from the

WNP 2 site. Nrs. Long's application for membership in HCP

.also is dated November 6th, as was Nr. Rolls', It appears

that she also was a late Joiner from HCP and as such was

required to make the showings required in 2.714 of late
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filings. She has not done so. In addition, her document .

submitted in this case is a form type affidavit which is so

general and vague with respect to what her interests are in

this proceeding, that it 's insufficient to invest interest

in her. General phrases such as "interest in family, garden

and home" simply don't measure up.

~ ln sum, the only people on whom HCP can base representa-

tion standing, even potentially, would be Nr. Roll and N s.

Long. They have failed totally to demonstrate that either

of these individuals have interests in the proceedings. l
won't rehash the legal standing for interest. Zt's in our

12

13

pleasings.
~ ~ '

As set forth by the Supreme Cou'rt arid the Sierra Club

14

..15

16

contemporary concepts of judic'al standing are applied by
, ~ r'c

..-this Commisqion. in,detezmiMpg, whether .oz.,not. individuals ..; ..

have interests. One of the tests for that standar'd is
17

18

19

20

21

whether or not there has been an injury in fact demonstrated.

There has been no such injury in fact demonstrated here.

The petizions are woefully lacking, and 0he Board should not

grant intervention status to the individual petitioners or to

HCP.

22 Thank you.

23 NRS. BO>lERS: Thank you, Nr. Reynolds.

Nr. Paton, do you want to respond'?

25 NR. PATON: Nrs. Bowers, the Staff looked carefully



at interests in this case because, as we have stated in our

pleadings, there is a different question in operating license

case, and I would say especially in this case since we are

responding to the only petitioners to intervene. That is, the

decision on interest here will.determine whether or not there

is a hearing at all. So I think it is very important that

you take the appropriate time now to look carefully at

interest, addressing first Yir. Darby and Ms. Garrett.

9

10

The Staff is clearly of the view that they have not
r

demonstrated the interest required for intervention. They

12

*
13

14

15.

16

live 220 river miles away, a distance far exceeded by any

case oi which I am awaz e.. Recount cases, Natts"Bar recited by
~ ~ , r '

~ ~

the Applicant indicated that '50 miles','hat,'o case has been
I

decided —that there has been no case decided indicating

inter..esP baaed,,on..thq giptagc.e;„4n „.ex'.eas...o f..:50. miles .

Intervenors this morning ask you to regard as dicta those

17

. 18

19

20

21

cases .without any basis that I'ould discern." So I 'see'o

basis for —whatsoever to admit into this proceedings Mr.

Darby and Yis. Garrett. And I gust don't thing they have made

any attempt to demonstrate to this Board why this Board should

regard as dicta all the cases'that have addressed this

23

24

sub) ect.

Now, moving on to the other petitioner in this case, the

only other petitioner in this case is the Hanford Conversion

Project. Clearly the prospect is not petitioning based on its





own damage or interests. They are petitioning based on the

interests of their members. The only two members left that

have an interest on which the Hanford Conversion Project could

rely are Nr. A. C. Roll and Nrs. Ruth Long. Nr. A. C. Roll's

affidavit and letter attached show on its face that he did

not become a member of this project until after the time

required to file the petition. I just don't see that there

could be any question that the Hanford Conversion P oject is

10

relying on Nr. Roll's interest, Chat they should show. good

cause why the filed late. On its face the papers indicate

12

13

that he was not a member until after "the petition was filed.

Now, Ruth Long', it /is alleged lives very close, 11ves..

within '15 miles,> but the Applicant and the Staff ioth noted

~ ~

14

. 15

16

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

that the lack of clarity in the record indicate R;th Long's
/, '/, ~

membership,;the .origine.l..petition .was'.,filed by people.,250....,„.

miles away, then we come in with later pet'tions and all of a
/

sudden Ruth Long shows up.: Now, the Applicant and the Staff.

indicated in their papers in their responses to the petitions

that the position of Ruth Long, the timing of her membership

in the Hanford Conversion Project should be clarified. And I
still maintain that position.. l notice that petitioners have

assiduously avoided that. They come in this morning and

rely on a statement bv this Board that they would be given

another chance to amend their position as corrected —and

to .correct their deficiencies. l don't think the Board meant
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by Chat they could continue to ignore the timing of the

membership of Ruth Long. l think before this Board rules on

Che admission of the Hanford Conversion Prospect based on the

Interests of Ruth Long, we should have competent evidence

before this Board to indicate when Mrs. Long became a member.

Zf she did not become a member until after the original

petition was filed, clearly good cause for late filing should

be shown.

Thank you.

10 MRS. BONERS: Nr. Carr, before you begin let me

12

13

explain to people In the audience. The SPate of )lashington
\

has a speci'al role in this'roceedings.'ur regulations..
I

provide that an interested state can file under a different

14

,.15 .

regulation, 715 (c) rather than the 710 petition, and the

stat,.e,',s:,ro3,e.: can'.be:whatever; It.'want's-. Co make-'-:It;- They can

16

18

19

20

21

22

fully participate with direct testimony if there is a hearing,

and cross examination, they can'i'le for close findings and

all that sort of thing. There is some question, because

don't think it's ever been'aced, and it would depend on the

court, as to whether they have standing Co go into court

following the administrative proceedings, because they are not

"a party,"

Nr. Carr, do you have anything to state'

24 NR. CARR: I have, Nrs. Bowers, in line with that

25 you had to say, I would like to preface what l'm going.to say
4



1 with the statement that will relieve the Board somewhat. lf
2 the Board will bear with me for a few minut;es today, I think

3 we can at least for the purpose of this conference exhaust

4 what; we had hoped to impress .upon the Board. So perhaps I

5 can only speak once t;oday and make my point.

I earlier int'roduced t;he members .of the Energy Facility

7 Site Evaluat;ion Council from the State of Washingt;on. Those

8 gentlemen are seated beh'nd me here in the room. The

10

Energy Facility 'ite Evaluation Counsel of the State of

Washington is basically a hearing agency not unlike this one.

'12

;i~ " 's
14

Thus and under its creat;ive st;atute it must, of course, deal

with applications at the state level, applicatiops for '...
t ~

permkssion'to s1C'e, 'among ether things, nuclear'pover'lants.

An application involving WSSPP 2 as filed with the siting

15 counc13,. some.time ago, and as indicated to .Nr, Lewis'et;ter,

to the Board. That lead to a statement being issued in Nay

17.

18

19

of l972..'That is a long time ago. At t;he time that-the

license was issued, of course, we had kind of a natural

alignment, .if you vill, of interests between the State and

20 the Applicant here, since the Applicant desires to build a

21 nuclear power plant and the Stat;e has made it an of icial
determination that it desires to have that plant built. This

in turn Justifies our bking here today because under the

Siting Act of the State of Washingt:on, particularly under a

statute denominated RCW 80 50 040, 80.50.040, this Sit;ing
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Council is empowered to communicate matters of State concern

and interest to federal agencies such as this. And this

brings us here today.

While we address the Board here this morning, we do so

ever mindful of the fact that the primary statutory role,

the primary legal role of the Siting Council under state law

is that of a hearing agency, and thus it is somewhat proper

for us to posture ourselves as advocates to any great degree.

in saying things today and any time we appear before

12

13

agencies such as this, we hope to maintain decorum and
I

dignity, realizing that we are, ourselves, a hearing agency

that may'e faced with these 'same parties appearing before us

at'nother time in State proceedings.

14

15

At Nrs. Bowers'uggestion, I will not belabor the
lcontent'-of'x".-.Learis':lettei".-Ca::.4he.".Board<':.'=Z ..4hXp''ention the

he makes =essentially two points there. One I'e ..already

mentioned is that. the certification proceedings at the State

level were completed in Nay of 1972. That means that it has

now been seven years, nearly seven 'years since the State

20

21

determined that it was desireable to build a plant.,

I also ask the Board to pay close attention to the second

22 point made there, namely that although it is alleged in this

23 proceeding that there is no need for more power in the. west,

24 the State of Washington, speaking through its legisla.ture and

25 all of its State agencies has pretty well foreclosed:t1iat
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j
question. The Sta'~e legislature has indeed determined that

there is a need for power, and indeed we ourselves are bound

by that.;very expression of State policy, that there is a need

for power in the Northwest and facilities similar to this

must be built.

10

The only other point that I wish to make to'the Board

today is directed to what any of the other parties have

already spoken to, and that is the problem of identifying a,

real interest in these proceedings. Ne would exort the Board

here, particularly in view of the fact that as Vir. Reynolds

has noted, but for this petition there would be no hearing

1213'ooming
'on the horizon. A'nd to'really examine 'this''

petiti'on with a great deal of care. And we would also exort

'14

. 15

16

the Board to, in considering the petition, to search its
,coll,ectiv ...soup. a good;.deal. and:-apk:Xtst.1'f ..these:..Rods .oS '."...,.

questions, are we talking here about a real interest, a real

18

19

20

21

honest good .faith fear on the part of certain citizens about

such things as contamination in the Columbia River, or are we

talking here about granting a petition which, though it
techni'cally makes noises of that sort, recites the locale of

certain individual petitioners, makes allegations of fears of

22 contamination. Are you really looking at a petition that

honestly asserts those interests, or is this petition really

25.

nothing more than a device, a technical d~~i~~ uner those

kinds of allegations to allow people a platform to dea3i
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1 more abstract policy questions such as the entire need for

nuclear power at all, policy questions tha" we believe have

already been foreclosed not only by the State Legislature of

4 the State of Washington, but by the U. S. Congress.

if the Board is dealing with a petition that 'makes the

6 ight kinds of allegation, but is nevert;heless suspicious that

7 there is really something mo e or something different that 's

8 really being sought here, then you must take great care, it'

seems to us, that the issue before you is not; transmuted and

10 the issue is not changed from one of protecting real individua

12"

13

concerns of people who have honest; and real fears to simply.

allowing.a.technical all*egatfon 5o„ afford .people..a .platform
P

to deal with abstract policy questions and to slaw down and

14

16

hopefully even stop the product;ion of nuclear pq:rer plants.
':" "W1411'ho'se:"kinds 'oT "e'ihor''6'at%on's'"," Nrs'. "Bowers", I ''t'ai'nk 'I

will cease-talking now. I should qualify all I have said by

say1ng that we do not suggest to the Board that if it 's

convinced that there are real interests at stake here, that

they should neglect; to give those attention. Ne would not

be making t;hese kinds of 'statements at all if our own

experience in the State level had not taught us that ".here are

22 people who will use technical kinds of devices and technical

23 recitals entered in petitions to af ford themselves a platform

24 to deal with, or t;o attempt to thwart policy questions which

25 have already been foreclosed.
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Unless the Board has questions, Nrs. Bowers, I think

10

that is my statement.

NRS. BOMERS: Me will hold our auestions until
others have had the opportunity to respond.

Mould the Petitioners like to respond'?

MR. DARBY: Yes, we certainly do.

First, I would like to address ome of the considerations

brought up by the Applicants'ttorney in quoting Zimmer .

he makes the point that there would be no hearings were no

petitions to intervene entertained. However, I would, like

to refer back to the Act itself, which says the petitions

12 'hall"be granted a hearing on She 'regues'0 of. any person who'se
~ ~

interests may be affected by the proceeding, and I think

14

.„:, 15

clearly we have shown there are people in our organization
I

h
1

.who.„.have qn;,interest:.4n.CKs. pz'oceedings.:. ".:.'.::.-:.. '-""

''8

19

Nrs.= Long lives only 12 miles from the plant. And

contrary to what the Applicants'ttorney stated, her

affidavit incorporated by refe ence our entire petition, and

I don't see any way that one can claim that that petition
20

21

is not set forth by interests in 0he grievances we have,

both in details and specifics.

22 Also, we did have petitioners from Yakima, which is 55

23

24

miles from the plant, a mere five miles ove that 50 mile

circumference which several parties are claiming shout.@ be the

25 maximum distance from the plant or which interests c.an be
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claimed. And those petitioners from Yakima were on the

petition in a timely fashion.

Now, we interpret the Board's order in allowing us to

correct our deficiencies in the petition, and we ac~ed upon

that. If we have misunderstood that, we are certainly sorry.

However, Mrs. Long was not aware. of the intervention at the

time of the original filing, and we submit that is due cause

for being late. We also do not bel'eve that the matter of a

few weeks in a proceeding of this type iS terribly significant
10 I would like to point out the plant itself is somewhat like

12.

13'-

two years behind schedule of the original plan, which was

set forth for" construction purposes. It was .applied for.
~ ~ ~ ~

And if the plant was two years behind', .I don't think that our

14 petitions being a few weeks behind should matter all that
... 15

I I

16 In response to the State of Washington's position, for
17

18

one thing we are, and I'm sure the Board is aware that the

Board itself. must make the determination that there is a need

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

for power, and that it cannot rely simply upon legislative
assertion to that effect. The need for power being one of

the base line considerations in building a plant. And we

also hold that in light of your information that comes up,

the Board is required to look at that new information, take

a hard look at any decisions that have been made in previous

time are subject to reconsideration in light of new evidence,



and it is such evidence we'e seeking to introduce.

We also deny that the State of Washington's allegation

to appear using this proceeding simply as a vehicle for

espousing generalized concern that we have here, other

concerns. We have outlined those concerns in our position

and we are petitioning precisely what. it says.

NR; PATON: Could I interrupt a moment? There'

something that Nr. Darby said, and l'd gust; like to ask a

question.

10 MRS. BOWERS: Go ahead.

12

13

bK. PATON:-': You made a statement, I think, in
'

connection .with Mrs. Long'that that showed good cause for late
~ ~

filing, and I gust missed it. Was it that she was not aware.

14 of the notice; is that what you'e saying'

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

,„.: .;;MR.. REYNOLDS, .Yes, .that.'.s. what,.he...saiC...

MR. DARBY: We'e not conceding that it was a late

filing. lt is still our position that myself and Ns. Garrett

in our petitions met every deadline that has been set forth in

this case. Since we'e been asked, we have clarified the

nature of Nrs. Long's membership in the organization.

MR. PATON: l.'m sorry, I didn't —did I correctly

characterize a>hat you said about good cause for Mrs. Long's

late filing'
24 NR. DARBY: Yes .

25 MR. PATON: Thank you.
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NS. GARRETT: I have no intention of duplicating wha

Nr. Darby said. The Applicant made reference to our alleged

generalized interest in this case, and I would like to )ust

note that in the power case 68E C 11 makes the point that

a standing in no way should be impressed on any allegations or

interestes not shared by anyone else, and also goes on, to

state that that standing is not to".be'..denied simply because

many would suffer the same injury. *

10

- 12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

And if Applicant's logic were to be carried to its
extreme, that would virtually deny anyone standing until "here'

I

a catastrophic accident. Mith regard to Applicant's assertion

that -.the Roll and Long petition did not meet ".the"five 'factors
~ ~

for alleged late filing as specified in 2.710 8 3, I would

gust like to note that that particular regulation applies to

Hanford, Propert~,para.. 3)arby.and myself......It -ref't:rs. to,any..perso
~ ~

who.has filed a petition to intervene. It does not refer to
r

applicants who might be contained within those petitions.
Nr. Darby and myself and Hanford Conversion Pro J ect have

addressed those five factors, and we addressed those in a
IE

timely fashion in our second petition.
21

22

The State of washington makes an intersting point, that
8'heylegislatively determined that there was a need for

24

25

power, and they neglected to indicate the date of that

legislative determination which was, I believe, 1970. And they

also made a point that their State's legislation was



in 1972, and they admitted it was seven years ago. And our

2 whole point in this case is that new and vital and crucial

and very different information has been generated precisely

4 since 'those dates, information that Che State of Washington

5 cannot have had access Co at that time and has been

6 generated since Chen and developments have occurred Chat would

7 indicate the need for power is diminishing, or Chat those

8 forecasts are going to be dropped. And I understand Chat they

9 have in Che last five or six years.

10 And we'd also note that another case 1 NRC 539, which is

12

13

14

16

the Kilgore case stated, "to cbe sure it doubtless was Che

contemplation of Che .Congress and the 'Copunission that the

final decision on application and review rests on the best

information a>ailable at the time of the rendition of that

.final:decision';"'"." This" meaiis''Chat"any"findings which might

be made on a record developed way in advance, final decision

must be regarded as subject to reconsideration should

supervening developments or available evidence be made.

19 And also note that the Commission on 2.503 permit

20

21

significant and important additional evidence substantially
i

.affecting Che decisions reached in an earlier stage be

22 considered, and 5.21 req'uires new information be incorporated

23 in the. licensing stage. And the filing was made by Applicant.

MRS. BOWERS: I know each of you would like to have

25 the opportunity to respond to the responses, but as you know
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1 that can go on and on and on, and we'l never quite finish.
So we feel that you'e each had an opportunity, and, of

course, as I mentioned earlier we do have a rather exhaustive

file here of many positions on these various points.

Let me check and see if the Board is agreed.

(MEMBERS OF THE BOARD CONFER.)

DR. COLE:. Mr. Reynolds,'with respect to'Mrs.

Long's petition, she raised the issue of the date of

membership for Mrs. Long, and I would like pursue here

10 thinking as to the significance of that and our egulations

concerning 'petitions.
12

, 13

Our regulations indicate that information to modify or
I ~', ' ~ ', i

amend 'th'eir petition to intervene any time up to fifteen days,

14 fifteen days prior to the pre-hearing conference.. If that is
15

16

the case> -yould,that, mot mean. that,.'timey cou3,d amt gd..any.,gart,:.. ~... ~ . ~ ., ~ ~ ..
S

of that, or just what does that mean? How is that —what is

18

the impact on the validity of Mrs. Long's petition.
MR. REYNOLDS: I think a close reading of 2.174

19

20

together with a reaaing of the precedent of the Commission

and common sense, gives one:-the result that the ability or the
21 opportunity amend a petition up to fifteen days-before the

22 special pre-hear1ng conference relates only to the amendment,

23

24

25

additions and subtractions of intentions -- contentions. Ther

is no mention in the whole that the parties may be added,

particularly parties upon whom the entire proceedings rest.
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Zf 'it is cumulative, we wouldn't be arguing it. This is not a

tea party we'e attending. lt's a legal proceedings bounded

by legal precedents and regulations and law. We take the

,proceeding very seriously here. We believe that these

petitioners should be required to. comply with the letter and

spirit of the regulations. There would be no purpose in
having fifteen day limitation on amending contentions in

10

2.714 unless it was contemplated that only contentions could

be amended. And I'l just leave it there.

DR. COLE: You mentioned that there is some case.

law on this;, Have you cited those cases in any of the
I'2

13

fil'ings that are before gs?
f

MR. REYNOLDS: We will provide you with those .

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

'cases.

'"::: .::.""': - MRS.: BLOWERS." '"'Qn."that:"po&C;""714 of cou'i's'e. 'was' '':

I'ompletelyrevised and became effective May 26th, so if you'e
doing any citation it should be raised on'ases that are

interpreting the present regulation.

MR. REYNOLDS: That is true. But I think precedent

before that time can be effectively utilized.
MRS. BOWERS: Yz'. Paton, would you like to comment

on that point?

MR. PATON: Yes, l would. l think the key to this
discussion is the opinion of the Applicant and staff that the

membership, the intervention by the Conversion Project, Hanford
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10

Conversion Prospect,
depends on the interests of Mr. Long—

rather Mrs. Long. That is the key. The Hanford Conversion
E

Prospect does not, as I'ndicated in my most recent response,

does not attempt to get into this proceedings based on its
own interests. I cited the case where an organization was

admitted into proceedings apparently based on its own

interests without discussion of the interests of the membe s'.

This is not that case.

In this case, the Eanford Conversion Prospect is admitted

—they will be admitted only because a member of that

12

13

organization has demonstrated the necessary interests to be
I

admitted. That is the only basis. And now if on the da0e.

they are required to file a petition, Mrs. Long -"- if:: on the

14

16

date they are required to file a petition, Mrs. Long, the

. member. on whose interests..-they:. depend:, dM eat became:a:

member until after they filed their petition, it is very clear
17

18

19

20

22

24

at least to me that they'd either have to show cause for her

late filing before they wer'e admitted. Otherwise they have

done something that they had no basis for doing. They
couldn'etition

because they had. no member with adequate interest.
MR. REYNOLDS: May I add a point here for

clarification'

If the, regulations were not intended and designed

to do what I suggest that they are designed to do, then why

25 would the Commission set a cut off date to receive petitions
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1 to intervene'

The purpose of that cut off date, in my opinion, is to

3 scope out once and for all people who may have an interest

in the proceedings. Now, people can come .in late and the
C

regulations provide for nontimely filings. But there are

showings that must be made in order to support the 1'ate

7 filings or nontimely filings.
MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Paton, I think Dr. Cole had

interest in your response referring to 714 containing

10 language that would prohibit an amendment to petition

relative to interests.

~ ~ ~

(0

: 12

13

14

15.

16

17

MR. PATON: I didn't set forth the Applicant's'—
4 ~ ~ ' ~ ~ l~ 1

well,- that was not my view. I read 71'4 and I don't see—
well, I see it's a matter that could be interpreted. It does

I'

not-:.appear',;to ...he., definitive,. that . you! re;..not, .-:—..you! ve..not,......

permitted -.- well, it talks in terms of intervention—
I

excuse me, contention. Within fifteen days petitioner shall

file a supplement to his petition to intervene, which must

include a list of contentions.

20 1 don't think on its face the rule is definitive, but I
think the logic that we have previously submitt.ed to this

Board is clear. They just didn't have the interests upon whic

23 they are relying on the date that they filed the petition..
24 The rules, I think, would be ignored if they would not be

25 required to show cause why they filed late. It's just
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ignoring the rules.

I would like to say one thing further, and that is that
r

the intervenors, or the Petitioners continued refusal to tell
this Board whether Mrs. Long was a member at 'the time this

original petition was filed emphasizes to me the need of

developing the record on that point.

10

DR. COLE: Haven't they indicated to us when Mrs.

Long became a member'?

MR. PATON: No, they have not. To my memory, they

have not. We'e asked them, but they have never stated to

~ . ~ 12

13

my knowledge that Mrs. Long was, in fact, a membe on the
II

date the original 'petition was..filed.
1 ~

'DR.COLE:-- Well, maybe we'e neglecting that issue.

14

16

Maybe we should ask that questIon far the record.
~ ~ r

-,....,. Ms. Garrett., do.you -hpve any,. ipformption?...Do„you know

when Mrs. Long became a member of 0he Hanford Conversion

17 Pro) ect '?

18 MS. GARRETT: Yes. Mrs. Long, I would .assume

19

20

became a member on or about the date of the affidavit, which

is November 6th. That affidavit was attached to .the second

21 pet ition.

22 She was not aware of the petition to intervene in this

case until right around that date.

25

MR. REYNOLDS: And how about Mr. Roll?

MS. GARRETT: I don't know about Mr. Roll.
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10

MR. REYNOLDS: But the papers attached io your

pleadings indicate that this letter to you was dated November

6th or November 7th.

MS. GARRETT: That probably is correct. I 5ust

don't know what the situation is.
MRS. BOWERS: Please address all questions to the

Board.

MS. GARRETT: Mrs. Bowers, may I make a short

comment2

MRS. BOWERS: Fine. We have additional questions.

12

MS. GARRETT: Well, I would like to ask a question,

5ust to note'3.n the'record thit'2.710 Section (a) is'the
j

section which, of course, speaks of a right to amend by

14

~ „.;, "...",, "...$5.;

16

17

18

prior approval and specifically states on its face a

'.petite.on.-.may'e? amen'ded:.'by".prd:or "approval. after '--'p to.'

fifteen days prior, and note that the parties have not changed
N

They are still myself and Mr. Darby and the Hanford Converstio

Pro5ect is a part of the petition and was a part of the

19

20

petition. And the function of the idea is to give the

Applicant —notice to the Applicant who is proceeding against

21

22

24

25

them and what their contentions are.

MR. REYNOLDS: Mrs. Bowers, I think I can clear up

the question. I found the NRC statement for consideration

which accompanied the revised 2.714, which I think if I read

into the record will clarify the record. May I'?
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bZS. BOWERS: Fine.

NR. REYNOLDS: This is found on page 2 SC-36.

"Experience has indicated that 30 days is often

insufficient for potential petitionsers to frame and support

adequate contentions. It has become a common practice for

parties and petitioners in nuclear power plant licensing

proceedings to discuss informally the framing of contentions

10

until gust; before the special pre-hearing conference which

is held —" and so forth, and during this period the

contentions are frequently revised based on the discussions

among the parties and petitioners. Often the petitioners and

~ - " 12

13

'parties will be able to present the'presiding Atomic Safety
~ J ~ ~ ~ '

~
~ ~

and 'Licensing Board with an agreed upon set of contents< ns

14

16

17

18

at the special pre-hearing conference. This practice r~ Duces

i'unnecessary.-controversy.:and..litigati'on: and:should'e::-.

encouraged. Accordingly the rules are amended tc permit the

filing of contentions until shortly before the special pre-

hearing conference.

19

20

DR. COLE: Do you have a copy of 2.714 Yir. Reynolds?

NR. REYNOLDS: Yes.

21

22

MRS. BOWERS: In Section (a) (3) and in Section
J

(b) of 2.714 reference is made to submittals. In section

24

25

(3), and I'm quoting from the second sentence of (a) (3),

2.714, it states that a petition may be amended without prior
approval of the presiding officer at any time up to fifteen

'0 ~



days prior to the holding of a special pre-hearing, conference../

In section (b) o 2.710 it states that not later

fifteen days prior to the holding of .the special pre-hearing

conference pursuant to the 2.715 (a) or where no special

pre-hearing conference is held, fifteen days prior to the

holding of the first pre-hearing conference petitioner shall

file a petition supplement Co the petition to intervene which

must include a list of contentions which petitioner seeks to

have litigated in the matter, and then it goes on.

10 Now, it is your contention that in both (a) (3) and in

(b) they are referring only to modification of a petition as

13

regards. Ca contentions,. they are.not. separate'?.

'MR. REYNOLDS:''es, it is.''I can explain
'why.'4

Prior to Che amendment of 2;714 potential petitioners were

15

16

17

18

19

required to .file.petitions,.which. indicated -their interest and

their contentions immediately. This rule change was imple-

mented to permit petitioners to file petitions which reflected

and which may contain contentions such as these petitioners
4

did.

20

21

22

23

24

25

Reading it in that. 11ght then, (a) (3) would relate Co

the contentions which'may have been filed, in the petition';

(b) would relate to the mandatory requirement that all;
contentions be stated fifteen days before the special pre-

hearing conference. They are not inconsistent, and read with

the statement of considerations, I think it is clear that



1 we'e talking here only about contentions.

MR. PATON: Dr. Cole, may I respond to that?

DR. COLE: Sure.

MR. PATON: I think the proper analogy would be that

if a petitioner (a) filed a timely petition on January 1,

which was the date it had to be filed, and no pre-hearing

conference was held for a couple of months, and (b) happened

to find out about this proceedings on February 1, and he said

"Gee, that sounds kind of interesting. I think I'l join in.

So amend the petition and let me in as a party." And then

;12
'3

(a) can either stay in or drop out. But that is, in effect,

what has happened here i,f. we ignore the fact "that A.: C. -Roll
I

and Ruth Long'ere not members of the Hanford Conversion

14

.: 15I'6
17

18

Prospect when the petition was filed in the analogy I drew,

;and 'b):..who.. Bldn.'.t'. even,'make" a px;etensi'f'. fIlying'en..time . is'..:

now a full member because somebody else filed one, and you'e
\

allowed to'mend your petition. The interests of which

Hanford Conversion Prospect is dependent to be admitted into

this proceedings did not exist to our way of thinking on the

date the petition had been filed. And I don't think that

21

22

this permitting them to amend the petition can create

Jurisdiction in this Board. The interest fust did not'xist,
23 and a minimum should be required, is that they should be

24 'equired to show cause why they can come in after the date of

25 filing and become and have Hanford Conversion Project admitted



based on that interest. To me that is very clear.

DR. COLE: Would you like to. comment on that,

Ms. Garrett'

MRS. BOWERS: The Board has some questions, but

would you like Co proceed? Dr. Cole just invited you to

proceed, if you wish.

issue.

MS. GARRETT: I have no further comments on this
'

MRS. BOWERS: Following up on some -of Dr. Cole's

10 questions, Z have been —perhaps a number of you have been

in many proceedings where an organization filed and sometimes

' 12

13

14

-..15.,

it was pretty 'loose a.'ss'ociation, and so" e'i'ther pri'or .Co the.
~

" ',, = ~

pre-hearing conference or following the pre-hearing

conference the organization was asked to come in with

"affidavits:.-of:five','oi ';six'.ef: its'embers'showing'their;: "

location and how their interests would be affected, that sort

17

18

of thing. I don't recall in any of these situations,

came up at Marble Hill and. Greenwood, time after time after
19

20

22

23

25

time, and I would like to have the Staff response. Somehow

this seeQs to be the first time that there is this real focus

on the day or the date that these Cwo people became members of
the Hanford Converstion Project.

Mr. Reynolds?

MR. REYNOLDS: i'm not familiar with exactly ..what

happened in Marble Hill, Mrs. Bowers, but it seems ii)'ce
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when you have individuals such as these individual petitioners

who reside in Portland Oregon, who apparently want to indicate

some personal preferences as to energy and so forth, they

petition pursuant to NRC notice to intervene into the

proceedings in timely fashion. And then in response to

Applicant's and Staff's answers to that petition and the Board

order, they realize for the first that they don't have real

interest in the proceedings, legal interest, and that they

10

need more parties closer to the site. So they scurry up to

the Tri-Cities area and they find a couple of members.

They are late, yet on the basis of these people they

13

want.this'Board to conduct a full blown hear'ing in this .

I

'case. I'hink it's entirely inconsistent with the

, ...15

16

17

18

19

20

21

regulations and with fair play 'that they at the very least

:bs„reputed to.,make. showings,,Justifying..why these people

are late.'he case hangs on these two people. I don'

know whether it did in Marble Hill. .That is the distinction

we make.

MRS. BOWERS: It didn't in Marble Hill. There were

local people, we gust had to come in with. more members to

show you really are an association.

22 Mr . Pat on'?

23

24

25

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, the only comment I !can

offer is that we have never —well, the only question. we

raise relates to the fact that the only two people that
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appear to have some possible discernable interest are, as the

record now shows, were not even members when the petition had

to be filed. We'e not sure —well, I gust; doubt that it is

the same situation that was under discussion at Marble Hill.
We can take a look at that.

10

MRS. BOWERS: There were members. I want to make

that clear. It's gust; that we asked for more m'embers in the

association.

MR. PATON: I think the question here is very

straightforward. They only had two people who have any

~ ~

13

apparently discernable interest, and they were not members

when the petition .was filed." It's gujt,that .simple.
r( ~ ~ ' I

MR.'EYNOLDS: Mrs. Bowers, might I'add to that?

14 MRS. BOWERS: Yes; you may.

15

16'8

19

20

21

MR. REYNOLDS: .. The law is clear on,.that question of
~ /> ~

representation. The Supreme Court has enunciated the law

on the point., The Commission also has done so. The cases

say that organizational standings must be derived from the

interests of interests of individual membe"s of the

organization, and that interest must. be stated in some form

by affidavit.

22

23

I invite your attention to page 10 of our answer to the .

second petition where we cite to Supreme Court cases., and.

24 three Commission cases which are directly on file.
25 Therefore, it is appropriate ior this Board to focus
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its attention on the individual interests of Mr. Roll and

Mrs. Long, since it is on that interest HCP must found its

3 .standing in these proceedings.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Reynolds, I don't see —I
5 don't see it here, but maybe it's in the footnote, or course

6 that is the highlight, the Supreme Court Sierra v. Morton.

Do you recall if the court raised this issue when they

8 eventually made individual members, came out or whatever-

9 it was, that the court inquired or had some language in

10

\

reference to the date of membership of when those people

12

13

14

actually )oined?

MR. REYNOLDS: '-'No, I can't give y'ou that .informa-

tion. We can provide it..in.a memorandum later on.

MRS. BOWERS: I gust don't recall 1t and you
»

. ~ ~
4

16

18

MR. REYNOLDS: I don't remember it either.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Paton, do you recall'

MR. PATON: No, I do not.

19 MRS. BOWERS: Ms. Garrett, do you recall?

20

21

MS. GARRETT: No.

bE. REYNOLDS: I have a copy of the case. Perhaps

22 we can read it during the break and give it to you if it is

reflected.

MRS. BOWERS: Let me ask Mr. Paton. I'm gust kind

25 of surprised in this proceedings that maybe because there
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weren'C others Chat organized Che associ'ation and got the

thing started, Che Staff was never before, as far as I know,

raised the question as to the date of membership.

MR. PATON: I Chink, Mrs. Bowers, this case gus0

about begs you to raise the question.- Hanford Conversion

'Prospect is not here on its own interests. It's here based

on the interests of its members, Cwo members, neither of

which were members at Che time the pet'ition was filed.
- If I can make another point which I don't think we

10 have raised yet.

12

~ 13

-As a general rule, and I think I cited in my latest

'response,'g. a.Supreme Court case I Ching .i5!s
pretty..'...-'bvious

that a person may only assert his own.constitutional

14
'- rights and not Chat of a third party. Now, Hanford Conversion

16

Prospect fi.les a petition.Co',intervene, and at. Chat. time

A. C.'oll and Ruth Long were not members at Che time they

17

18

19

filed their petition. There was no interest to support Che

petition. They simply could not have been admitted.

And only later, when A. C. Roll became a member, and

20

21

Ruth Long became a member could they possibly have obtained
I

Che Hanford Confersion Prospect, and obtained permission to

22 represent Che interest of someone else. They couldn'C

possibly have had Chat permission on the date Che petition
was filed because Chose two people weren'C members.

And, Mrs. Bowers, I would like Co ask one more



question on the date of the filing of this petition, Of

what interest is it that the Hanford Conversion P object had'?

None.

MB. CARR: Mrs. Bowers, on the agenda for discussio

today, do you have the question of the need for power'? Has

'that been taken care of at some other d'scussion'?

MRS. BOWERS: Yes.

MR. CARR: Thank you.

10

DR. COLE: Ms. Garrett, did I hear you correctly

earlier when I thought you said in one of your filings you

12

13

addressed the four or five issues for late filing?
,MS..GARRETT: .. X.es, . '.

DR. COLE: Would,you identify 'that in one of the

14
'

documents?'6

18

19

20

MS. GARRETT:,, As..Z recall,. since. —..in*.response....,..
1

to our first petition, both parties complained about

standing issues. Ve deliberately made an effort to address

those factors in case this Board felt they needed to consider

standing as a matter of discretion. So, 0he second petition,
T. believe, 'it looks as though it begins consideration

21

22

should begin on page 6. We talk about our ability to

contribute to the proceedings and other means open to us, and

23

24

in the latest amendment we would call the 3rd petition,
added to the first page where l alleged reasons why T felt
our interests wouldn't be adequately represented )ust by the
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1 NRC Staf f in this case, and we ' be happy to furth'er

2 address those factors this morning if you would like. Of

3 course, it's still our position Chat 2.714 permits our

4 amending as a matter of right until this date, and also that

section relates Co material, including the reasons why

6 petitioners should be permitted to intervene, and you could

certainly make a standing issue on that.

8 DR. COLE: I understand the position there. I'd

9 appreciate it if you could address those factors for the

1Q record.

12

'13

14

MS. GARRETT: If you would give us a few moments

~ ~

-7 * 1

to 'gather .our thoighty?

'DR. COLE:
'ertainly.'RS.

BOWERS: We'l take a 10 minute recess.

,.....; ...: ....".:.(ZECPSS.TAZZZ.), .:..".
'6

NHS. BOWERS: Me'„d like to resume our- hearing.

Ms. Garrett, I .Chink you were going to'ive us a

response concerning Mrs. Long. Are you ready to proceed?

19 NS. GARRETT: Although we don't concede that we

2Q filed in untimely fashion, we were going to address each of

21 the five factors that are enumerated in 2.714. In the

event this Board would like to rule on our standing as a

matter of discretion, the first factor reouests a showing of

24 good cause of inability to file on time. In point of fact,

we found out about the availability of intervention in this



proceedings about a week before Che deadline, the intial
deadline in August; when it occurred. And.the Hanford

Conversion Prospect is a regional organization. We have

representatives from groups all over the region, encompassing

three states including Montana. We needed to hold what is

called a core committee meeting Co make decisions as Co

whether we were going to intervene in Che proceedings of this

importance. Zt's a fairly weighty matter.

The committee meeting could not be held until Cwo days

10 before the filing deadline.. Decision was not made;until

13

14

the end of that day, which makes it basically one day Co
r

prepare the .ipgtial petition,: I.'.m. su're yeu'd agree that was ..

a preliminary effort Co say Che least, We had one day to
C

prepare Chat initial petition. And Chat one day did not

permit'.us 't'ime +o':make'ontact with"sympatheti'c peopl'e in

16

17

20

21

22

25

the region.
'I

So, at Chat; point we simply filed a very quick af idavit,
I believe, indicating various members we were sure would not

I

object to including their name on Che petition. Ne didn'

have Che time Co make any more contacts.

The second factor asks Co discuss availability of other

means whereby the, petitioners'nterests will be protected.

And recognizing for Che moment what Chat meant, Z would

assume, and the Board can correct me, this particular

provision refers to such things as state beurocracies which



have oversight and responsibilities for the prospect in issue.

in this particular case there is some evidence that the

State of washington was in opposition, and we did not feel

the State of Washington is in context with what we consider

to be our issues, in bringing up matters we preceive to be

important.

MRS. BGYTERS: Ms. Garrett, I think it's normally-

been interpreted that there are other parties already

intervening in the case.

10 MS. GARRETT: Then it speaks for itself. There

. '12

13

14

have never been intervenors that we know of. In fact, when

~ this 3:icense was issued public awareness was at a much
~ ~

diminished level. And'uch of this new innovation that we 'e
t

received had not been presented.

,::.„...„:, And.,the,~third. matter,. I...bel'Reve.„/he -extent-, to Mich.. '. '..

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Petitioners'articipation can reasonably be expected to

consistently develop a sound record. Mr. Darby, I think,
will,speak to that.

MR. DARBY: To some extent I believe our second

petition speaks on that matter. It is clear that we are

serious about this contention, that we have studied the

issues and are aware of the issues in detail and are prepared

to present a thorough case on the matter. And we have the

proper background, although we don't include technical

training in the issues, but we do have prepared material to
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be presented.

In addition to what l've just mentioned, I would like to

tell the Board at this time that the Hanford Conversion

Project has very recently hired myself to work for the

Project only in the Tri-Cities area,. This work will
include pursuing the intervention if standing is granted,

and will include other work that is of —in the interests

of the Hanford Conversion Project. And I submit that by my

immersion in all these issues, l will certainly have the

ability to make a sound contribution to the record in these

12

13

proceedings.

:. DR, COLE: . Mr. Darby., are you finished..on that
'C

-. point'

14 MR. DARBY: Yes, on that point.

„. 15 ,, DR...COLE, . Is it your, plan if intervention. is

16 granted,, you will put on some kind of a direct case?

18

MR. DARBY: Ye s .

MS. GARRETT: Yes, we have hopes that many of the

19

20

parties have been developing information specifically as to

tne need for power and the local people have hopes that we

21 can either do something to appear in testimony.

22 DR. COLE: Thank you.

MR. DARBY: I think we'e already presented our

24 point of view as far as participating in this proceedings.

The issues we have made are specific and deal in



particular with it .

10

And as far as item 5 in the factors of 2.710, we are

raising very specific issues and not general ones, and we are

'aising issues in reference to WNP 2 in particular. I stress

this point because of the remarks made earlier by Mr. Carr

from the State of Washington, and emphasize that we will
not be seeking to broaden the issues, but to address the

issues that do exist and are significant.

As far as that, I might point out to the Board that in

the final environmental statement for the prospect, it is not

12
\

13

due until much later this year, in the summer or fall, and

. the safety evaluation is not 'expected .Co'e completed until '

early 1980, and the. plant will not go on line untiX late .

14

16

16

l980. We think that this 'is sufficient time 'that our efforts

can be in'corporat'ed into. the proceedin'gs without unnecessaril

delaying it.
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MRS. BOWERS: ln your comments were you speaking

on behalf of Mrs. Long and Mr. Roll? You really were talking

w'ith Hanford Conversion.

MS. GARRETT: l understand. lt is my feeling that

given the language of 2.714 that the addressing of the'ive
factors has not been made by Mrs. Long and Mr. Roll, that

section 2.71083 specifically stated —I'm sorry, let'e
check that again. That if Petitioners intervene, should

address themselves to the five factors, but not 0hose whose .
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affidavits were contained within the petition. In point of
~

'act,I can't tell you more than that. - I gust know that we

have to approach Mr. Roll and Mrs. Long by the date of the

issue filed. They weren't aware of the proceedings at all.

We gust didn't have time.

MRS. BOWERS: Let me touch briefly on one other

point. When I say briefly, I hope you will believe me.

Under Rule 15 of the federal rules dealing with amendment of

pleadings, do you distinguish what has been admitted there

in the way of broad amendment of pleadings from R714, Mr.

Reynolds?

12

13

MR. REYNOLDS: I think the. Commission has 'made. it
1

clear that while all its regulations may fall from the

14

16

federal rules of procedure to the extent that the Commission's
1

j,

,rogue,atfops,may,g.ter qr mod4fj federal.,rules,;,then, the.„.....,....

Commission rules govern, particularly where, as here, they

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

are specifically under guidance. So I would say that 2.714

supercedes direct rule 15.

MRS. BOWERS: I didn't mean to implicate that Rule

15 would govern, but without regulations and rules of.

practice, sometimes we do look to the f deral rules for

something in the way of explanation and interpretation.

Now, let me check with the other parties. I'l go .acros

the room.

25 You heard my question concerning Rule 15.



MR. CARR: I'm not familiar with Rule l5, but I'm

sure it's fairly broad, and that is my understanding. And I
would also note that in administrative proceedings, I would

expect primary function of the Board is really intervention

and information gathering and that the application of rules

would reduce it in this case, that would prohibit maximum

generation of information from the Board's rules for the

Board's use.

10

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Paton'?

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, I would see no conflict

12

13

between the federal rule and our rule, 2.7ld. I think the
P I h

rule itself Ca1ks in"terms'of .amending beyond the" date where
Qo

the initial pie'ading was required to be filed. But here

14

,...:,: „;.',;15

we'e not talking about amending as to some particularity as
~ ~

to.cause-..of.:action....Ne!re. talking about.,the
.parodies..'e'e:.'6

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

talking about whether or not "A" and "B" are going to be

admitted in this proceedings because they have or have not

shown an interest. And they set a certain date which you

have to file a paper, and that interest which is required
here did not exist on that day. I don'0 think even under the.

federal rule that they would be permitted to ignore the

fact that the people on whose interest they depend were not,
members of this organization at the date of filing, so I
don't think that what we are offering to,the Board is.

inconsistent with the federal rule.



NRS. BOWERS: Nr. Carr?

NR. CARR: I have nothing furthe, to say.

NRS. BOWERS: Yz'. Reynolds, did you have a chance

to review Sierra v. Morton?

NR. REYNOLDS: Yes, and there is nothing in there

as .Co timely membership.. It gust; simply wasn't a condition

of the case.

10

MRS. BOWERS: They were. silent on that issue?

NR. REYNOLDS: Yes.

NRS. BOWERS: We'd like to go on to the contentions

11 we feel that we have.
'

13

14

16

I

Mr.
Reynolds?'C

'
h

P

-'R. REYNOLDS: Don't you want Co hear from the

Applicant and the St;aff on the five factors on discretionary
*

.,inter.yentiog.

MRS, BOWERS: There is some reference in the

written filings, but if you'd like to supplement them, let'
18 check and see. Just; a moment.

19

20

(A BRIEP RECESS WAS TAKEN.)

MRS. BOWERS: Let me check now. There's gust too

'21 mu'ch playback on this system here.

22 Well, proceed.

24

NR. REYNOLDS: „ I think that we'e talking about

discretionary information and not necessarily Justification

25 for nontimely filing. There is a distinction.
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DR. COLE: That decision hasn't been made yet.

MR. REYNOLDS: if we'e talking about discrention-

ary intervention, then the potential intervenor must also

address themselves to 2.714 {e). We'e talking about non-

5 timely filings and the statement that they made with respect

to the five factors in 2.714{a) wasn't sufficient.
DR. COLE: Why don't you address both of those,

Mr. Reynolds.

IK. REYNOLDS: Well, why don't 1 gust respond to

10 what they said. It might be helpful at the outset to gust

'12 .

set forth the legal standards for. discretionary intervention.
The App'eal. Board..has backed up discretionary intervent:ion as

' creature of the-'ppeal Board. Xt'was'ot 'prov'ided for in
14 the regulati'ons. 'he App'eal Board said that discrentionary
15

16

interveptlon may .be granted-.by, a,Licensing. Board..but .should, .

not be allowed in the absence of some clear indication that

the petitioner has a substantial contr1bution to make on a ':

18 significant safety or environmental issue, appropriate for
19 consideration at the operating license state. That is the

20 Appeal Board in Watts Bar also said before adhering it is
21 triggered at the instance of one who is not alleged cognizant

22 personal interest. There should be cause to believe that

23 some discernable public interest will be served by conducting

24 the hearing.

25 Now, against that background let's review the five
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5l

factors. Good cause, the petitioners suggested that their

lack of knowledge of this notice from the federal government

is justification for their late filing. The federal

register is official notice for such purposes. Zt provided

30 days in which to petition to intervene and it must be

presumed as a matter of law -that they were on notice when

that federal register notice was published. Other means

10

by which they can protect their interests. Part 51 of the

Commissions regula'tions provide that anyone, any member .of

the public may review the Commission's draft environmental

'2

'13
14

impact statement and may comment to their heart's content.

And the Commission'n Xt's final environmental impact .

'

statement always, in Chapter 11, *1'ists comments that
have'een

received and responds in detail to the comments..

"15"

16

17

18

19

E'n''fact, the Commission has'ade modifications 'in environment l
impact statements pursuant to comments received by federal

agencies and members of the public and so forth.. That is one

means by which they can protect their interests.

Another means by which they can protect their interests

20 is the«r interaction with the NRC safety side. On December

21

22

23

24

25

l8th the NRC Safety Pro)ect Manager conducted a meeting

pursuant to Operating Procedure 204, at which time the NRC

Staff member advised the petitioners that if they had any

matters which they wished the Staff to address in «ts

safety evaluation report, that the Staff would be welcome—
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10

would welcome any input, any potential intervenors have.

Indeed', they are not even barred from, at any time during

the preparation with the Staff, interaction with the 'staff.

With respect to their ability to develop a sound

record, we all know in the NRC proceedings there are two

basic ways that int; rvenors can insist in developing a

record. The intervenor must have expertise himself or he

must have funds to hire competent witnesses. We have

reviewed the education and technical qualifications of Ms.

Garrett and Mr. Darby. I am very confident that these

qualifications could not withstand voir dire. Their back-

12.

( '3
14

grounds'imply .don't suPpox.t the..conclusions.:that they are .

~ V ~ g ~ ~

competent to speak as experts on the subject matters raised,

nor apparently'o they have the type of funding which
will'6

be 'necessary to obta'in competent witnesses. 'e had an
4

indication on this point last week when they: filed a motion

17

18

19

20

21

22

25

that would have'thi,s Board waive requirement 5o the

regulations that all pleadings be filed in double spaced

format. They said that this was placing a burden on them

because of the cost of 450.00 to that point for Xeroxing

and postage and so forth. If 450.00 troubles them, I doubt

that they can retain professional witnesses to assist in

develop1ng the record here.

In short, they have neither the expertise nor apparently

the funds to substantially proceed. And "substantial" is
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the word used by the Appeal Board in the Watts Bar substantial

contribution.

Can existing parties represent their interest: Well, if
they are not granted party status here, there will be no

hearing. Neverthe less, the NRC Staff conducts an exhaustive

10

review of the documentation presented to the NRC Staff in

support of the operating license application by the

Applicant. That Staff is vested with the responsibi,lity to

represent the public interest in the review of such

applications and has done so consistently. And the cou ts

have indicated that the Staff is highly competent to do the

gob.
' '

~ '
'3

14

16'6

And factor- number five is the extent'o which their
participation Mould delay the proceedings.' i can

answer'his

one. in a sentence. ."if not admitted, there would be no.

proceedings.

17 MRS,. BOWERS:. Mr. Paton'? .,

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. PATON: Yes, Mrs. Bowers. With respect to

discretionary intervention, on 413 Watts Bar case, 5 NRC

1418,.1422 quotes the Black Fox case indicating that the
I

. pivotal question in.the granting of discretionary intervention

is the ability of the petitioner to make a valuable contribu-

tion to making a sound record.

These petitioners have filed a motion before this Board

to permit them to single space their papers. i appreciate



what they were trying to do, but to the extent that that is

some indication of their financial ability to produce expert

witnesses and to withstand the expense of advancing their

intervention, I think it does not speak well.

With respect to their ability to make a valuable contri-

bution and to the development of a sound record, Ns. Garrett

states that she has participated in the Trojan case and that.
/

she has filed a lawsuit against Portland General Electric

Company in the U. S. District Court with respect to an

10 environmental matter. lf there is more in the pleadings and

12

13

petitions to substantiate her qualifications to develop a
R ~

'.sound. record,' am not sure.'ut" l think'ha't is rather

sketchy basis to say that that will allow her to develop a

14

15

16

17

sound r'ecord.
~ ' I ~

., Nr. Darkly..has a .degree from. Reed,,College. He's taken

courses in math and physics. He has studies safety and

economic issues. He is an independent student of philosophy

18

19

20

21

22

with a special interenst in the philosophy of science.

don't think that would attend to have this Board find that

they have the ability to make a valuable contribution to the

development of the record. i noticed also that in responding

to the five factors for late intervention the petitioners

23 indicated that with respect to the question of need for

25

power, there were some people in the local area and that they

hope to convince them or to subpoenae them in, and I may have
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1 misinterpreted that, but I got the distinct impression

2 from that that the intent to pay them to come in and testify

as experts was not within the thinking of the petitioners.

Now, to go down very quickly to the five factors with

5 respect to late filing.
Good cause: They simply said they were not aware of

7 the Federal Register notice. And I think it is clear that

that is not good cause f'r late filing. They also said that

9 they did not have time to make contact with sympathetic

people. I assume from that that they are referring to Mr.

12

A. C. Roll and to Ruth .Long, again emphasizing that the
I /

.interest that was required on'the 'date of Siling did not
~ \ l'I g s > ~

'xist. The interest on which they depend.

14

15

16

The other means to protect their int'crest, and number
P

the extent.tq. w~ch,.the petiti'oner!,s interest, will be

represented by existing parties, the Staff represents the

. 'public interest'. l think petitioners have indicated that

they don't htink that is sufficient. Ne also have under our

new operating procedure the licensing prospect manager and

the environmental prospect manager, have talked to the

petitioners to attempt to learn the interests and to, respond

22 to it in the final environmental statement and .the safe>ty

24

25

evaluation report. The principal documents in evidenc,e in

these proceedings. The only other comment I have is

to number five, the extent to which petitioners'



participation will broaden the issues or delay the proceeding

I think this brings us back to Zimmer. It's very important

in an operating license proceedings whether these petitioners

petition or not because if they don't there won't be a

hearing. This is an all or nothing question. So the extent

to which they will in this case create the hearing.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Carr, do you have a comment?

MR. CARR: None.

MRS. BOWERS: I'm really disturbed to sit here and

10 hear you people talk money, money, money. I'e been in

proceedings where intervenors have been able to persuade

13

. expert'itnesses to 'vol'untari3.y appear 'and'estify on 'their

behalf.

14

,.„„,15,

16

Now, it's true that intervenors normally do have limited
~ (

,;.resources and:.'they.:.attempt...to,.curtail ghose .resources .by...„ ..

not spending money that can be —on mail outs and other

things that can be saved and put to other use. But it
18

19

seems to me that Applicant and Staff simply have said that

unless people have a bunch of money that they shouldn'

20

21

be admitted as parties in this proceedings.

MR. PATON: I would like 'to respond.

22

23

24

25

MRS. BOWERS: I would like for you to.

MR. PATON.". I didn't mean to create the impression

that you gust indicated. This, or the five factors —well,

excuse me. I think I was addressing at that time the
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question of discretionary intervention, and the statement in

the Watts Var case of the ability to make a valuable

contribution to the proceedings. I have total agreement

with your statement that intervenors through voluntary

participation of experts can make some contribution to the

hearing. I wouldn't question that at all.
My comment was addressed to the fact that if they had

the financial backing that would enhance their ability to

10

produce expert testimony before this Board. I think''the

options open to them would be greater if they had the financi

means than if they don', it is not an all or nothing

'12

13

14

..;;, 15

16

question; but this 'falls on us to'discuss the exteiit of their
\

\

ability to make a valuable contribution. It's a mtter of

degree, I think, Mrs. Bowers.

:. ';,,'.:.: .'MR;: REYNOLI?S;... May..l.".also...c1arify..my:statement:?

I indicated that the presence or absence c f funds with which

17

18

to'etain competent witnesses was one factor which reflects

on their possibility to assist in the development of the

19

20

21

22

23

24

record.. If we had before us a P.H.D. in radiation physics,

I would not stand before you and argue that he may not make
r

a substantial contribution in this proceedings. But we don'

have such an individual. We have no strong indication that

they have at hand any such individual. So I'm not saying

no money, no intervention. I'm saying that it. is one factor

that must be considered.



MRS.'BONERS: Me would like to proceed with the

contentions unless someone feels there is some unfinished

business when it comes to interest'

NS. GARRETT: No.

NRS. BONERS: Let's go on as I mentioned in the

bench conference —well, I first started out the wrong way.

10

~ .12

13

January 10, 1979.

'ower.'
And the first contention is the need for

\ ~

r t ~ ~

(Continue to next page)

I started out with petition number one and though I'd come

forward. I found it was impossible. So then I started with

petition number three and backed into petit'n number two.

So anyway, let us look at petition: number three, filed

14

', 3.5

16

18

19

20

21

22

24

25



MR. REYNOLDS: Are we talking only about

Petition No. 3?

MRS. BOWERS: Except where it refers to

Petition No. 2 setting forth the basis.

MR. REYNOLDS: But the contentions that vere

set forth in No. 3 are the only contentions we have dis-

cussed here.

MRS. BOWERS: That's right; isn't that

10

12

13

correct?

MS . GARRETT: That is correct, vith the ex-

clusion of Contention 7, which is the limitation on No. 2,
'I

and the third petition sets forth the bulk of the conten-

tions with the. exception of No. 7.,

14

16

17

18

MR. REYNOLDS: And No. 7 is what?

MS. GARRETT: That is in Docket No. 2.

MR. REYNOLDS: Mrs. Bowers, I would suggest

that that contention is not properly before this board, be-

cause the NRC regulations clearly contemplate that fifteen

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

days before the prehearing conference the. petitioners will
submit a supplement which will and must include the list of

contentions, and I don't find Contention 7 in this last

document, so it simply is not in compliance with the rules

that are validly before the board; we take it as having

been conceded.

MR. PATON: May I speak to that, Mrs. Bowers?
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MRS. BOWERS: Yes.

MR. PATON: Sometime ago I talked to Ms.

Garrett to clarify with her, since we did have the four

documents by this time which she considered constituted her

petition, and please question, Ms. Garrett, if I don't state

this correctly, but she told me that Petition No. 3, which

for clarification I will say is dated January 10, 1979,

constituted her petition, and after that she wished to have

10-

the petition also include the contention with respect to

the spent fuel pool which is set forth on Pages 8 and 9

12

of the document entitled "Insert to Petitioner's Amended;.

Petition for Leave to Intervene", and also where she would

13

14

refer back to the basis, and I have no objection to that

procedure. I passed. this information on to the applicant.

Obviously it doesn't bind the Board, but I would say on

16

17

18

behalf of the staff as far as we are concerned, we certainly

have had a fair notice of her intent to pursue that conten-

tion.
\

MRS; BOWERS: I wish you would recite again

20

21

23

24

25

the citations that you gavethere dealing with the second

petition. I thought you gave a page number on the insert.

MR. PATON: Let's stazt, Mrs. Bower, with

the document that we are talking about, which principally

is a document dated January 10, 1979, is that corrects

. MRS. BOWERS: That's No. 3
'
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MR. PATON: That's No. 3, and that, sets forth

most of what the Petitioners are bringing to this Board.

Now, if they wish to add to that, give me just a second--

4 they wish to add to that one more contention, and that con-

tention is set forth in a document that is labeled Insert

6 to Petitioner's Amended Petition for Leave to Intervene.

It is on Pages 8 and 9 of that document, and it was labeled

"Spent Fuel Storage".

MRS. BOWERS: And the date, isn't this the

thing that came under separate cover, that deals with these

seven petitions?

12 MS'AEGKTT: Correct.

13 MRS.. BOWERS: And what page is that?

.14 :MR. PATON: I don't thi.nk the pages are

numbered, tha't is the problem.

16 11R. COLE: They are numbered, but I can'

17 read the numbers.

18

19

20

MR. REYNOLDS: It is much more legible be-

cause it is, double-spaced.
I

MRS. BOWERS: In my notes, I'e got a referenc

on Contention No. 3 dealing with cost benefit. There is also

an inclusion of the cost of fuel storage, and my notes refer

to Petition No. 3, pages 3 and 4, and then Petition No. 2,

24 Page 24, the per cent under separate cover, so hasn't this

been part of it?
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'S.

GARRETT: Let's see if l can clarify it.
The second petition was based on two parts, different people

worked on it differently. The insert is to Petition No. 2,

4 which contains Contention No. 7 which has to do with spent

storage. That is one of our ongoing contentions.

Petition No. 3 does not supersede all of No.

2, it just supersedes where we note in Petition No. 3, so

basically we are dealing with the insert section in Peti-

tion No. 2, and contentions enumerated in No. 3, with the

10 addition af Petition No.
7.'RS.

BOWERS: I don't see why you are pres-

I'0'2
13

enting a 'new contention.'

MR.'EYNOLDS: 'A.11 I am saying, Mrs. Bowers,

~ ~ ~

,'14

15

~ .is that 2.714(b} states that petitioners shall file a sup- .:.
p

plement to the petition which must include a list of conten-

16 tions in fifteen days. Now, whether or not the staff and

17

18

the petitioner had some agreement is irrelevant. Whether
t

or not applicant's counsel was on notice is irrelevant. The

19 fact is, the document that was submitted fifteen days prior

20 to this conference didn'0 contain spent fuel storage as a

21 contention.

22 MRS. BOWERS: l consider this kind of ridi-.

Q3 culous, because they had m file prior to fifteen days, two

24 petitions, and the second one did contain this contention,

and they didn't say in their third petition -- they did
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say what was superseded, and was simply silent on the sev-

enth, but that didn'0 cancel out that seventh contention in

the second petition.

NR. REYNOLDS: We know there are several

other contentions which enumerated also, and we took them

10

as having been dropped, such as ultimate waste disposal

in the first petition, and we relying on this position in

the regulations assumed the contentions as stated in the

document required to be filed fifteen days before this

conference were in the contentions.

12

i3

MRS. BOWERS: Fifteen days or before. Now,
0

V

~ when.. th~ first petition. was'iled, there were a:~umber of,.
C

-issues and.the parties came back and responded, and we said,

- "You know it is .outside the proceedings, ECCS and other.~,, ~ ..., ~ ...,... ~

factors", and those were dropped, but now, after the second

16

17

18

petition «- so the second petition was filed after the peti-
tioners had the benefit of the applicant's staff position

on some of these matters, but I think we should go to the

19

20

petitioners. You are telling us now, that, if I understand

you correctly, that there was never an intention to cancel

21 out that seven in the second petition, is that corrects

22 MS. GARRETT: That is correct; there never

23

24

25

was any intention to cancel anything in the second petition,

except as we specifically noted on the third petition; we

used this term superseded to apply to the second petition.



MR. PATON: I would like to address that.

MRS. BOWERS: Please do.

10

MR. PATON: I would like to get some clari-

fication; it is quite .clear to me that Ms. Garrett indicated

to me that her entire petition was as=set forth in Petition

No.', dated January 10, 1979, plus spent fuel contention,

as contained on Page 8 and 9 of the insert, plus any basis

that she may have referred back to in Petition No. 3, and

could I ask Ms. Garrett if that is a correct statement?

MRS. BOWERS: Please.

;12

13

MS. GARRETT: 'Yes, that is a correct statement
~ ~

I assumed that we'were not foreclosed to.discussion on that."
, ~ J

MR. PATON: .I understand that.

14

16

. MR. REYNOLDS: Mrs. Bowers, I think we can

pass on the Contentions, and just note for 'the record that

in Applican't opinion, there was a failure here to comply

17 with 2.714(b) on behalf of Petitioners.

18 MRS ~ BOWERS: Fine. And now, the third

19

20

21

22

23

25

petition. No. 1 is the need for power, and the petitioners

have set out in some detail their contention:;, and then they

also refer to the second petition on Pages ll through 19 as

providing a basis for the contention. Do the Petitioners

have anything further or additional to add at this time

to this contention, or the basis?

MS. GARRETT: Nothing further.
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MRS..330WERS: Mr. Reynolds?

MR. REYNOLDS: We object to this contention.

3 I think we have at the outset a question of law as to what

the scope of the operating license is. Obviously the
I

alternative operation, WNP-2 are much narrower than they

6 were in the construction stage, in other words, in our

opinion to operate a full facility is simply beyond the

view of what is required by NEPA. NEPA is governed by a

rule of reason as to what is a reasonable evaluation, and

that simply is not reasonable. The Appeal Board has addresse

11

12

itself to the question of need for power analysis at the
~ ~ I

operating license stage. In 3.Mile Island, ALAB 3 and 4,

they denied a contention which would'have reached energy

15

conservation need for power issues because construction at

that point was 90% complete,'nd they said. that"it 's'eems

16 hardly likely that the possibility of achieving energy

conservation through alterations in rate structures could
I

18 not serve as justification for abandoning a project that was

so far along. You might refer to Peachbottem, ALAB 3 go

support that rationale. :.With;respect'to .the. contention

itself, we, of course concede that it is lengthy, but length

alone does not mean that it is not specific. It rambles,

and I really don't know what the contention is. It is vague

24 in general, and even though there may be fifteen pages, I
find no basis for contention. We were hoping after our
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meeting with the petitioner and staff and applicant, last

month and this month, that we would get precisely what are

the contentions that the Board could understand, and which

the parties could understand. Obviously, we don't have that

here. Volume does not equate to specificity. We believe

their: contention should. be. denied.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Patonf

MR. FATON: Yes, Mrs. Bowers.

Mrs. Bowers, first I don't believe the

10 citation of AIAB 3-4, which is NRC 3612, is one which. should

. 12

13.

be determinative, that you can't raise conservation of the
g P I'V

OL. stage. That contention was not permitted in'his case.
* 'I

g ~

I.believe -- I'm not 'certain because of a late.'filing, but

, 14 in any event, the Board did say by way of dicta that since

it is almost 90% comple'te, this" s'eems hardly likely, 'the

17

. possibility of achieving energy conservation through rate

structure as a justification for abandoning the unit. But

18

19

20

the fact that it-seems hardly likely, even if this were a

case law which I don't think it is, would not preclude a

contention to.that'espect for the determining of the

21

22

23

legal admissibility of contentions. We assume the facts

pleaded by intervenors to be true. Now, if the facts they

plead are ridiculous, and in short order they will be out

24 of this hearing on a motion for summary disposition, but, in

fact, there are words preceding the words read by Mr. Reynold
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in this case where the Court implies that perhaps such a

10

contention would be a valid contention. The words are at

page 618, and I'l be brief, "The coalition has favored us

with no good reason why it could not have raised contention
F

number 5 with its assertions respecting promotional rate

structure long before last August, and none appears, etc."

I s ee an inference there that it wasn' accep t

ed because it-was late, and the comment the Board makes is

dicta, even if the comment were law, it is not as positive

of the issue here. The staff believes that the petitioners

11

. 12

13

proposed contention and need for power meets the minimum
l ~ ~ ~

-1e'gal requirements for admissibility before this Boaid. Z.
*

think the subject, "A need for power," at an OL stage is a

.,subject that requires a little rethinking. It is not the

typical need for power issu'e'hat you hive at the'P 'stag'e,

19

20

21

22

23

24

where the question is whether or not you will build a

facility. The facility here is substantially constructed.

There it is. It exists, andNEPA would recognize that it
exists. So the question is whether or not an operating

license will issue. The way the staff reads intervenors,

the contention is that they are saying there is now in

existence hydropower which can be used environmentally and

economically cheaper than running this facility. I think

they undertake a great burden, but I think that the staff

believes that to be a legally acceptable contention.
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Now, I think also that two other contentions,

the cost benefit balancing -- I'm not getting away from

the subject at hand, it's just a quick comment. I think

the other two contentions, the cost benefit balancing and

alternatives are essentially need for power questions. I
think this is intervenor's principle environmental conten-

tion, and I think this contention, a need for power, is

10

acceptable, and certainly legally acceptable.,

MRS. BOMERS: Have you concluded'

MR. PATON: Yes.

12

~ 13

- .14

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Carrf-
~ ~ ~

~ ~
5

MR..CARR:-'hank you, .Mrs.. Bowers.

In your gracious invitations to us earlier
\

'you ins'truct'ed us as to the presentation in',our way, and

perhaps I may not address myself directly as I might other-

wise wish to in the technical requirements under the rules.

However, even though I had earlier stated I thought the one

particular statement on behalf of the State of Mashington

would suffice, perhaps predictably there seems to be a need

for a rejoinder. Let me emphasize our remarks, a need for

power. It should be noted -- a couple of considerations

briefly, might benefit elswhere in the interests of time,

and I don't want to disrupt the proceedings, but they do

relate in general to the question of need for power.
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In approaching all of these contentions, I
hear'he intervenor-applicant saying things like there are

a whole new set of considerations since l972 when the State

originally in its part in licensing this project. In th'

next breath, we hear them say that they are not going to

broaden the issues. I am beginning to be puzzled by the

way as to how these two statements ~z'e with each other.

Similarly, you hear'd them say that they are going to address

specific issues, which presumably would be raised by their
10

13

own petitions as intervenors, they have recognized the

interests, and in the .same breath, they, admitting that, .

I

''She "project is,. by their" own description, 'fiist 'made a.

decision to involve themselves in the proceedings in an

15

. attempt., to gain a full bldwn hearing, and then went,out..and

sought people 'o add to their parties. These things might

16

17

18

~ 19

'20

21

22

23

24

25

better be said earlier, but that's all I wish to say about

those things today.

In addressing myself directly to the need for

power question, the statement was earlier made that..t: he

legislative determination by the legislature of the State of

Vashington was made in 19?0> that there was, and I quote,

"present need for power," and I refer to RCW80.50.010 with

expr'ession of legislative policy for purposes set forth.

Even if it were only adopted in 1970 and nine years have

passed, that. would seem to be of no significance in my mind
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because, as the intervenors themselves like to argue ad absur

dum, a logical extension of their argument along that line

would be to require the Washington State Legislature to

affirm each and every statute every year so that we could

be sure that they still have certain sort of thinking. But

as it is in 1976, that very same specific act was ammemded .

It was aaimerided in another particular not relevant here,

but the legislature reenacted that very same provision

10

as recently as 1976. So I just wanted to clarify that at

'that point.

12

13

In speaking on behalf of the State of .
'I

Qhshington and speaking, on behalf of the energy facility
cited by the counsel, which is at not just one hearing.-in

'connectionwith, this, proposed finding, but as in numerous~, ' I ~

hearings in connection with several proposed points. Ne

'7must" say that there i;s a kind of arrogance that attaches to

this whole line of argumentation before this body. This is

19

21

22

by its own description a portland base, single issue, special

interest organization, which is coming into this State to
C

demonstrate before this body that there is no need for

power. I don' know if they were around this State -- they

also say that public awareness of these kinds of issues is

25

at a much diminished level than 1972. Rhetorically, let me

ask -- I'm referring to the StateS<8Mg,.Act, the State

St~@, Act exists because of increased public awareness and



the issues surrounding the power plants. It was precisely

that raised public level of awareness that led to its en-

actment in the first place in 1917 to the extent that the

legislature, in that very same act, as I pointed out, cites

a pressing need for power and generation of power. Let'

pause. for a moment and analyze just what that really means.

The legislators in this State, as in other

10

12

14

15

16

17

areas, are elected by the people. If you believe in Demo-

cracy and the Republican=form of government that the legis-

lators speak for the people when they pass a statute, even

if .you are somewhat cynical about that proposition, however,
\

and.''ven iE'you'elieve that" the'Citing Act is not an
I

expression of the people o f the State of Washington, or an

.,official position on behalf'.of all of. the citizens of this.
C r ~ ~ ' I

State, and it is rather simply a creation of a number of

politicians who've spent time in Olympia, then I would also
I

ask this Board to take judicial notice, official notice, if
you will, of the fact that on the ballot in this State, in

.the general election of 1976, was a proposed moratorium on

23

24

the construction of nuclear power plants. It was defeated

roundly by a margin of nearly two to one. In fact, it may

be more than two to one, but I simply. can't remember the

numbers .

I think on behalf of the State of Washington,

25 I can only urge that we would treat this contention that
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/
there is a real issue as to need for power, and one presumes

that they'e going to attempt to show that there simply is

no need for power. That is really an insubstantial issue

before us. The need for power 'issue is not the sort of

specific issue that should, and even can be dealt with in

an administrative proceedings. This is precisely the sort

of grand policy question that should be decided by legisla-

tors or should be decided by the people in approaching

referendums and other ballot propositions. Again, then I
10 feel confident, and I do speak for the present administration

" 12

13

of'the State of Washington, also, particularly the .energy
t ~ s

'acility cited by the 'counsel, and 'urge'hat this'ssue,

this contention simply not be taken up by this body at this

16

time. l think. the..body ought to, based op the kinds of

considerations I pointed out, simply deem it insubstantial.

Thank you, Mrs. Bowers.

17 MRS. BOWERS: Thank you. Do tne petitioners

want to make a response?

19 MR. DARBY: Yes. We would like to make a

20 brief response.

21

23

24

25

We simply would like to point out the dangers

of radiation passed by legislative fiat. Taking again to

a logical conclusion, the line that Mr. Carr has followed,

suggests that the Washington State Legislature could find

that the sky.is green and we would all go outside and find
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10

the sky.blue, nevertheless, and we treat the legislature's

determination of need for power as that sort of thing, and

obviously the need for power is something that will change

as circumstances and time changes and needs to be reevaluate

thoroughly.

I would like to take exception to the state-

ment that the Hanford Conversion Party is a Portland based

single issue group. The headquarters of Hanford Conversion

Party is in Portland it is true, but we insist that it s,
a regional membership in Oregon, Washington and the State

12

of Montana. We also are concerned with the issue power and
8 C

.the. issue. of .nuclear, armament. and. nuclear. waste storage, and
~ ~ I l'

can t see how this could be 'construed as a single issue.

14

16

17

MS. GARRETT: I would just like.to note,

with regard to some of the applicants allegati.ons side of

the case ALAB 294. I have not read the case, but his des-
I

cription -- I just wanted to clarify that we are not alleging

18 any speculative dropping demand for future conservation

20

measures that might be proposed. We are alleging that a

drop in demand already exists and existed for several ye'ars

21

23

and they continue to exist and has already altered need for

power conditions for the Northwest, and will continue to

do so. Moreover, NEPA has in every stage of the proceedings

25

asserted that the alternatives considered to include aban-

donment of the project. Now, just for clarification, althoug
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have included in our contention the notion of abandonment,

we recognize that this particular stage in the proceedings,

that is not a realistic option to argue. We included it
in the record. But whether argument here is simple deferral

of operation, not just a question- of abandonment. We are

not just arguing abandonment or arguing a question of whe-

10

ther deferral is a physical option, much less radical

alternative,.that would presumably be within the -- what

has been contemplated, and I have no further comment.

DR. COLE: Hs. Garrett, with respect to the

. -12

comment you just made about deferral, not just abandonment,

" is it'. your opinion" or is abandonment a1so one. of.your
P

' ~

objectives in this issue, that there is no need for the

plant and the need that it be operating,and therefore it...
should be abandoned or is deferral just another one of the

options in this case?

17

20

21'2

23

24

MS. GARRETT: For the sake of the record in

this case, we left open the -option of introducing evidence

and argument on the alternative of complete abandonment.

in the case the record should show, for .example, that the

plant NEPA operated until 1990, we do not want to foreclose

ourselves from arguing beyond 1985, but if you look at the

contention number 1, we argue basically alternatives that

'WPPSS -- power won't be needed prior to 1985, and the

alternative t;hat it won't be needed at all, or at any stage.
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DR. COLE: Thank you.

MRS. BONERS: Yesterday, when the Board was

conzerring, it became very apparent to us that number 3

cost benefit was really an umbrella including alternatives

and need zor power, and the interline which Mr. Paton referre

to a few minutes ago, and, oz course, in listening to t:he

parties, we have had discussions about alternate sources

of energy and other means of conservation, etc. Anyway,

we just want to know if you view these three as a need that

10 are intertwined and overlap. Now, let's check, though, and

~ 12-

see, and going to number 2, alternatives. Do you have any-,
r

t:hing further. t:o add,'s." Garrett?
I

F

MS. GARRETT: Nothing further.

, MRS. BOMERS: Mr-. Reynolds?.

MR. REYNOLDS Xt was not clear t:o me, from

16

17

what Ms. Garrett said, whether or not she has abandoned the

non-operation as a contention. First she indicated that she

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

had -- and then in response to Dr. Cole's question, she

apparently indicated that she hadn'. May we have that

clarified?

MRS. BOWERS: That was my impression too.

l thought originally you were saying that you felt that

was a hopeless position, but you wanted to preserve any

rights in the complete abandonment, and then later, it
sounded as if you felt differently.
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MS. GARRETT: The contention itself includes

the option of abandonment, so we would like to continue

to hold that option in our contention, and to what extent

we would actually be able to produce evidence supporting

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

MR. REYNOLDS: Basically, what Ms. Garrett

said earlier, I think the record will.clearly reflect that

she has abandoned her conservation of energy contention;

is that right?

MRS. BOWERS: Do you want to respond to that,

Ms. Garrett?
~

~

MS. GARRETT:" I'.m afraid, .I. don't unders.tand.
*

MR. REYNOLDS: Would the -—the reporter

.could read it back. I thought it was stated that the

conservation of energy was not the contention. Is there

any way we could read that back? The conservation «-

MS'ARRETT: Well, you cited a case, the

18

19

20

22

facts of which apparently included petitioner's allegations

that future conservation measures could lead to less need

for power. I'm saying that we are not making those alle-

gations.. We'e saying it's already existing, sufficient

power.

23

24

MR. REYNOLDS: With respect to the alternative

contentions, we agree with the staff that this really is a

25 rehash of need for power. Again, NEPA requires in consi-
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deration of the operating licensing s tage, reasonable

alternatives only. Ne submit to you that non-operation of

WNP-2 is not a reasonable alternative to operation. Again,

we are not clear exactly as to what the contention is, how

it differs from contention 1, and, 'in any event, we find

no basis for the contention itself. We have reviewed the

documents that they referred to and find them lacking in

10

specificity and basis. I am also a little puzzled by the

reference in the environmental contentions to the Atomic

Energy Act. In boiler plate reference, in environmental

'12

coritention, their reference to sections of point 50.. Tnis
~ ~

confuses me; and again, I was'oping that we would'et some'

specificity in these contentions as a result of our meetings

with the petitioner,, but, that effort, was'nsuccessful..
r

That's all we have.

16

17

MRS. BOWERS: Nr. Paton?

MR. PATON: Yes.

18

19

20

21

22

23

M s. Bowers, with respect to contention 2 on

alternatives, I would like to first state that the staff .

has the same reaction with respect to the recitation of

environmental contention which concludes that it's a violatio

of the Atomic Energy Act, etc. If any of these contentions

are to remain in the hearing, I think those words should be

24

25

regarded are suplusage, but I think that before we get

through it, the petitioners are allowed to intervene at this
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20

10

proceeding, certainly the parties -- and these contentions

should be clarified at least to that extent, they are

environmental or they are safety, and if they are environ-

mental, I think the recitations of part 50 of the Atomic

Energy. Act should be stricken. I really don't think

petitioner is intent to pursue those matters. I think

they are a matter of boiler plate.

eolith regard to this particular contention,

we talked about the alternatives, A through E. Deferral

of the fir.t four, I submit, are need for power. I think

v'2
13

the Board has recognized that, deferral of operation, non-

'ope'ration,'.conseivation, increased use'and efficiency, I'....
think the Board has already indicated the overlap here.

.. 14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

.Then,.we have, the words, ".domestic solar applications.". I .

am not sure whether the petitioners seriously intend to

pursue that matter, but if they do, I don't find any basis

for that alternative source of power. To a certain extent,

if it's a need for power contention, I would say incorporate

it in the need for power contention, and to the extent it
talks about solar applications, I would object to that., I

C

don't see any basis for it.
MRS. BOMERS: Mr. Carr, do you want to com-

ment?

MR. CARR: . I have nothing to say on that

issue.
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MRS. BOWERS: Do you have something further,

Ms. Garrett, Mr. Darby?

MR. DARBY: Thank you.

First of all, I would like to clarify that

although contention 2 does have relationship to need for

power, it is not strictly a need for power contention. I
say this because, absent the determination that there is

no need for power which is what we seek, there still re-

mains to be decided whether operation of WNP-2 is the best

10 way of mt eting whatever need for power exists, and that is

one of. the matters we seek to have adjudicated. As far as

12

13

domestic solar application, I believe that our petition

number 2 when we discuss alternatives on the basis -- which

. 15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

is still the basis of what we did discuss, such things as

solar heating technology, such are the basis for our con-

tention.

MS. GARRETT: The applicant made reference

to a reasonability of alternatives that we were seeking to

have considered, and I would just like to make it clear

.that the reasonability is still the alternative offered.

In this case, the use of hydropower as a substitute of

energy source for whatever need for power might exist. It
is not dea11ng per se with the option of either deferral or

complete shut-down. In fact the evidence should support
I

that. Also, he makes reference to the confusion'ntroduced
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10

by reference to the Atomic Energy Act, and I was very

specific in noting which section of the Atomic Energy Act

was applicable. It basically is the section which is also

reinforced by NRC regulation 50.42, which permits licensing

for activities that would serve a useful purpose proportion-

ate to the quantities of special nuclear material to be

utilized. This whole useful purpose notion is the notion

under which we seek to indicate to the Board that it has

jurisdiction to consider issues as far as nuclear power.

It is crucial that we link it in to the Atomic Energy Act

11

'
12

13

in this way, but certainly not considered surplusage at all.
'I

~ A point,:of fact, most of their:reg~'latory ciCa,tions.,'that ..

we have chosen, we'e chosen very carefully and very deli»

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

24

25

berately. They'e.not just thown.in.as a,.matter of, form.
~ ~

They are essential to link the contention to the Bo'ard's

ultimate jurisdiction to consider the matter, and if the

Board wishes me in any particular contention to go through

chronologically as to how it works, I would be happy to do

so. But I think it would be a waste of time at this moment.

If the applicant had read the regulation itself, it might

be more clear, and I believe that's all I have.

MR. REYNOLDS: Mrs. Bowers, until the last

reference, I had nothing to say, but I just can't leave

that unresponded to.

A need for power is an analysis conducted
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23 pursuant to NEPA, specifically pursuant to the requirement

of NAPA that alternatives to the licensing of the facility
must be analyzed..

5

10

13

15

One of the alternatives which gives rise to

need for power is that the commission should not issue

construction permit in the first place. That is the basis

for the need for power analysis. It is related to the

Atomic Energy Act only insofar as the commission is required

to conduct the NEPA analysis before it issues a license

under the Atomic Energy Act. Heed for power per se has

nothing.to .do with atomic energy. It is a NEPA issue only;,
r

'MRS. BONERS It alwa'ys 'has.been'.

MS. GARRETT: Mrs. Bowers, it has always

- been *a.NEPA issue, but I would, direct„.the. Board.'s attention
I I

to the Pebbles Springs case, unless there is some more

16

18

19

-20

21

22

23

24

25

recent or superseding case. There is a footnote, I think

it's footnote 5, which specifically notes that section of

the Atomic Energy Act that possibly giving the Agency, NRC,

some basis for considering economic related issues under

the At:omic Energy Act itself, and notes ithas not yet

decided this question one way or the other, and I would

specifically state that issue is still open. It hasn't been

approved.

MR. REYNOLDS: One more point. That footnote

5 in Pebbles S~<rings is directed exclusively of the standing
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of the rate payer to intervene in an NRC proceedings. That.

is to say, it's a rate payer's interest within the zone of

'interest protected by the Atomic Energy Act. It's a legal

distinction, which apparently Hs. Garrett does not grasp,

but a valid distinction nevertheless.

MRS. BOWERS: Let's go on to the next one

in .the course, number 3. It's cost benefit and that's why

10

we felt the first two were a part of number 3,. because they

all weave together to be part of cost benefit.

Do the petitioners have anything additional

13

-to add to cost, 3, -- contention 3?

MS.'ARRETT.: . Nothing:...

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Reynolds?

.14 MR. REYNOLDS:, Again, Mrs. Bowers, we find
C ', ~

ourselye's s'addled 'with'the task of "trying 'to glean from

excess verbage what is intended here, and we are unsuccess-

17

~ 18

ful in doing so. I could nit pick with this thing, but I
see no point in doing so. I find it in general vague. Ne

20

find no basis for the contention, and references, for exam-

pie, in paragraph 2, (d), to matters relating to the region's

21

22

23

24

25

accumulation of spent fuel is a matter which is certainly

beyond the jurisdiction of any licensing board to explain,

in order to obtain an operating license in the case of WNP-2.

I just have nothing further.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Paton?
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MR. PATON: May I have just one moment?
C

MRS. BOWERS: Very well.

10

(Counsel confers with associates.)

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, I think, except to

the extent that this again talks about our need for power

issue. I don't think it has -- well, I think to that extent

it's acceptable, but other than that, I don't think it has

clarified or provided a basis for a cost benefit contention.

I don't think we have the specifics where we need to know

what it is that adversely tips the cost benefit balance,

~ 11
"r

~ 12

except to the extent that we'e back to our old need for
~ / . ~

power contention.

13 MRS . BONERS: Mr. Carr?

. 14, MR. CARR: No,thi,ng .. '..

15 MRS.. BOMERS: Ms. Garrett or Mr. Darby, do

17

18

19

20

21

23

25

you want to respond?

MR. DARBY: One brief point. Mr. Reynolds

commented on paragraph 2 in contention. I would like to

point out-that what is there in 2(d) is the issue, and I'm

sure we are all aware of the effects of radiation. They'e

cumulative, and therefore would be proper for the Board to

consider whether a.permit to an already ezisting load of

radiation is detrimental to the health and safety of the

public.

MRS. BOWERS: Fine. Ms. Garrett?





26 MS ~ GARRETT: I have a few short additional

2 comments. The staff noted or indicated some confusion as

3 to how this particular contention was different from the

4 first contention having to do with need for power. I would

5 just note that it includes need for power in the course of

the primary factor balance and the cost benefit balance,

but also includes a number of other issues that we feel

ought to be considered in the cost balance. Also, in a

9 way, it is not really duplication per se of the three

10 contentions, because you could rule against any one of

'2
13

them and still not rule against. them all. They'e not
l

overlappizrg . "Ne specifically'eparated. them all and wait:.: .

I

for clarity because there. are different bodies of law to

14

15

provide. regulations sometimes which, bear.:upon a definition.

MRS., BONERS: It's noontime, and what we'

16

17

like to suggest is that we continue with several more con-
h

E

tentions,- and the reporter assured us this morning he-

86uld be agreeable to a delayed lunch.

19

20

Me would like to complete by 1:30 or 2:00

without our luncheon break. Is there. any objection?

21

23

MR. REYNOLDS: An excellent idea.

MRS. BONERS: Any objection?

1$ . GARRETT: Hay I request a ten minute

24 break?

25 MR. PATON:'hat will be fine.
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27 MRS. BONERS: Mould you like that break now?

MS. GARRETT: Now would be fine.

MRS. BONERS: Very well. Me'll take ten

minutes.

(Brief recess taken)

MRS ~ BOtKRS: Back on the record. Are you

ready to proceed on contention number 4?

MS. GARRETT: Ne have nothing to say at the

outset.

10 MRS. BONERS: Mr. Reynolds?

-(
~ ~ ..12

MS'ARRETT: Oh, forgive me. Excuse me.

;.I forgot to note. that this entire contention.'in the third
h

~ — ~

filing supersedes the prior seismic contention, so we

14 should..say >~supersedes«aft:er the title.
DR. COLE: Both as to state and basis?

16

17

18

MS. GARRETT: And as to basis.

MRS. BOMERS: Mr. Reynolds?

MR. REYNOLDS: Section.2.4 requires that the

23

contentions should be set forth with reasonable specificity,

and that basis also be set forth for the contention, and this

contention is a good, one to analyze for lack of supporting

basis. Me are dealing with a couple of paragraphs instead

of ten pages. Me believe that there clearly is no supporting

basis for this contention. The basis the petitioners would

have the Board rely upon is the document attached to the
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28 third petition which purports to be an affidavit, which in

fact is not an affidavit. Xt's not verified. Xt is merely

C 3 a statement of an individual. Xn that statement, the

individual, Mr. Barber, indicates that his information is

derived from workers at Hanford via friends and relatives.

Now-, if ever X've seen a case of secondary hearsay, this

is that case. lie have conjecture in an unsworn document,

and we are told that this is the basis for this contention.

Xn fact, i.t appears to me that pet:itioners concede that this
10 lacks a basis because they say in their petition that inter-

. ~
12

13

'enors will require the advant:ages of discovery to develop

further reliable information." .That sounds ta"me 1Kke'

fishing expedition to try to patch together a contention

15

whi.ch at. t:he. present t:ime has no basis.

MES. BOWERS: Do you have anything furt:her,

16 Mr. Reynolds?

17

18

MR. REYNOLDS: X'm reflecting —no.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Paton?

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, the staff believes

20 that this contention meets legal requirements for admissi-

bility as a contention. We would note that in the area

22 of seismicity, which saaetimes can involve a very lengthy

record, the petitioners here propose to litigate an extreme-

ly narrow issue, and that is the matter involving the

incident that they set forth under the affidavit of Douglas
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3

Barber, but they alleged that -- this fails to meet the

requirements of the NRC regulations with respect to seismicit ~,

that the adverse information with respect to seismicity was

not taken into account in the design basis of the plant,

and they have information, as described in the affidavit

of Douglas Barber, which leads them to conclude that the

10

facility is located ovex' major fault line.

~ Now, perhaps we don't discuss the merits of

the facts, we assume the facts while plead'ed to be true,

and the staff sees this as a valid contention. It may by

~ '..:. 12

13

14
~ ~

15

16

17

18

19

20

way of some summary disposition, .if the petitioners are

admi'tted,,i't''may go away"summar'ily.'ut "in any everit, i~e

think it is an "'.:.admissible contention.

.. MRS.=. BOWERS: . The. record .s }uuld.show,,apparent
*

ly, the State oz Mashington felt they had expressed interest

in those areas where they had special concern, and repre-

sentative counsel stated that.

DR. COLE: I have no questions.

MR. HILL: I would like to ask petitioners

to address themselves to the technical qualifications oz

22

23

24

25

Mr. Barber and the alleged people that appaxently told him

of,this incident. Could you address this?

MS. GARRETT: Part of my interest in this

particular issue is -- develops from the fact that Doug

Barber is a very sensible person. I know him personally,
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and he is a very responsible person. He specifically said

2 that his informants gave him this information based on an

agreement not to divulge their identities. That is a problem

4 that we'e had consistently, especially with regard to

quality assurance related issues. People who work in this

particular area are very fearful for their jobs. if they

should be seen as open public critics of events that occur.

So Doug said that the people who told him this information

told him under the agreement that their names would be

10 confidential, and that if we wanted to pursue it further,

ll
12

13

.we have to do

" to do so 'from.

it individually ourselves once we had authority
a" i ~

the Board via:: dis cov'ery >.

It's a problem. Ve are pair.fully aware that

14

15

we don't have much information about, these matters, and
I

are ve'y much hoping that when we.had the advantages of

16

17

discovery, that will eas e the proces s som mhat.

I just wanted to note that I'm not sure of

19

20

the Federal rules, but some jurisdictions or many jurisdic-
tions permit pleading based on what are called "honest

speculations," in which petitioners bring forth points that

they really feel that they may well be able to substantiate

22 is they have access to formal discovery procedures, and

that's what we have done here.

If indeed it turns out that this is a

25 spurious contention, we will be the first to inform you that



that's ou- opinion. Me don't want to raise red herrings

at all, but if in fact there is some substance to these

workers'nformation, that tests were conducted that may

. -indicate possible seismic hazards that haven't been reported

10

and haven't been studied in depth, then we think that the

Board willwant to know. Ne want to bring that information

to you to the extent we are able to, and hope the Board

will also exercise its powers to help in this regard.

.DR. COLE: Do you have anymore specific

information that is contained in the affidavit about Douglas

Barber?

12

13

....;:..":..'S ~, GARRETT: . That -is..thq..t;otal. extent: of

my personal knowledge. Mr..Barber knows identities of per-

. 14

15

sons, but he doesn't feel that he,could give them out.

DR. COLE: I hope that Mz. Barber -- well,

17

I notice he lives in Eugene, Oregon. How did he come to this

information from such a distant place?

18 MS. GARRETT: He tallced to relatives and

19

20

21

22

23

friends of Hanford workers that live in Eugene.

MRS ~ BONERS: Are we ready to go on to the

next contention, number 5, quality assurance, and also deal-

ing with managerial accomodations. Do the petitioners have

anything further they would like to add at this time?

24 MR. DARBY: No.

25 MRS . BCMERS: Mr. Reynolds?
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MR. REYNOLDS: Mrs. Bowers, with respect to

quality assurance. contention, it appears their purported

basis for contention is the general accounting office report

which frankly we have been unable to obtain. As far as we

know, it's a phantom report, and the Theodore Barry report

on WPPSS management give us nonspecific basis to reference

10

12.

'13

, 14

16

documents with respect to which these particular petitions

'ad nothing to'o in preparation of -- they are not speci-

fic with respect to which quality assurance criteria they

allege, have been or are being violated. References to

labor strike, criti'cal audit reports are'in our, view outside

the scope'f a valid'Qual'ity" assuranc'e content'ion. '.'
I

We believe that the contention does not

measure up to the standard set up in 7.214.
II h

MRS.'OWERS: Before we pass on to the parties

I would like to ask the petitioners, and my notes show that
17 the basis set forth in number 3 petition on pages 4 and 5,
18

19

20

plus number 2 petition, 24 and 25, you indicate here, would

you.indicate your basis?

MS'ARRETT: That is correct. Xt is not
21 superseding.
22

MR. REYNOLDS: Again, we have trouble keeping

23 track of the road map where we xe supposed to be looking.t

24

25

Will you go to the staff and then pe'rhaps come back to me

to see if I have anything further?



MRS. BOXERS: Fine. Mr. Paton?

MR. PATON: Just a moment.

MR. REYNOLDS: Mould you take my statement

then?

MR. PATON: I would be glad to defer, Mrs.

Bowers. I could use the extra moment.

MRS. BOLTERS: Are you ready to go, Mr. Reynold

10

MR. REYNOLDS: Yes. Thank you.

On the basis for the quality assurance con-

tention which is inserted in the second p ~tion is a news

'(0
~ ~ '2

report by the Associated Press. that some girders at the
'I

1 ~

.. Hanford N "Plant,"unsafe.;girders:at, the Haxxford'N. Plant
went'nheated,

the Hanford N Plant is owned and operated by the

.,14

15

Department of Energy, =United States Government, but not

the Mashington Public Power S'upply'System. Again,'e have

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

hearsay from a Mr. Don Hedsel, no affidavit, just a quote

that there has been a total break down in quality control

in this area, and this area again referring again to the

N reactor, which is DO 8 facility. There's absolutely

no basis here to support the quality assurance contention.

MR. DARBY: May I make a point of clarifica-

tion on that, the reference there, the quotation on pages

24 and 25? It was a quotation of a headline in the Eugene

Register Guard. The paper'. refers to NNP-2 in this head-

line as the Hanford N Plant. They were in the body of the
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34

10

article, not talking about the N reactor but about WPPSS 2.

Et's an editorial on their part and they called it the N

plant.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Paton?

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers,'he staff believes

that contention 5 concerning quality assurance meets the

legal requirements 'for admissibility. Et might have been

better if petitioners had alleged which of the 18 criteria

for quality assurance which is set forth in appendi:; B,

which of those criteria they'e alleging had been violated,

..(0
'12

13

15

16

17

. but they. have indicated .that there has been -.- have been

"violation's'ith respect'to'techiiica1, managerial 'and admini-

'trativecontrols in the QA program. They allege quality

:assurance fraxid.==iAssuming the:.facts'~o be -- or pleaded
I'o

be true, the s taff believes that this is a legally

ezceptionable contention, and I would suggest that if the
P

scope of this contention is as I have just indicated, that

18

19

20

21

22

23

we should confine ourselves to appendex B, of 10 CFR part 50,

unless there is some other aspect of this contention which

would cause us to address the various other sections of

10 CFR, part 50, that was cited by petitioners.

That's all T. have.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Carr?

24

25

MR.- CARR: I have nothing, Mrs. Bowers.

MRS. BOWERS: The Board has no question on
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35 this contention. Do any of you have anything further,

petitioners?

NS. GARRETT: Yes. I would like to apologize

to the applicants. I made essentially a mis-cite. It'
" a Department of the Interior report and I apologize for

that, and I have the report here if you would like to look

10

at it. Also, it is hard perhaps for someone who may not
r

live in the Northwest to appreciate -- ..I can apologize

for our not having a more detailed and complete basis..

It's not that it doesn't exist I don't think, but just on

<e

the basis of.press reports alone, whatever credibility one .

r r
II'ants:.to give to them, there 'have'been many reports in

13 recent months of inadequate MPPSS management, and conse-

14 quences, one of..the most recent ones. was this report: of

January 13, jus't a short while. ago, indicated that a crimi-

17

nal investigation into alleged corruption and thievery at

the VPPSS ran Satsop plant is now commencing investigation,

18 and notes that many of the people who were interviewed

1g simply didn't want to talk for the record for fear of losing

20

21

their jobs again, which indicated, that this -- the tip of

the iceberg, to the extent that these kinds of activities
have been admitted by MPPSS, but have not been acted upon

23

24

or the investigati'on has 'nt been..fully considered. I think

that would be another indication of possible mismanagement

25 by HPPSS, and just the reality that they may be out of touch



36 with what was actually going on at the construction sites

and we would like to investigate the extent and the conse-

quences of the possibility of the mismanagement, has touched

related issues as it's related to quality assurance.

T. talked myself to a person who had done

'7

quality assurance work at the WPPSS 2 site, and again, he

wants to remain anonymous., He indicated to me that there.

was considerable problems with document control and it was

not always clear which parts were being. used for what pur-

10 poses because the documents were in such disarray and

: 12

no one really seemed to care. Again, that is hearsay, but
I

we.'re going to try; j.f we- can, to..bring. some .spe'ci'fic

13 information to'he Board by affidavit or otherwis

.14 MR. REYNOLDS: May X. make one or ~;o more

comments?

16

17

18

MRS. BOWERS: Yes.

MR. REYNOLDS: En the first place, the theft

which Ms. Garrett refers to at the WPPSS 3 and S sites is

a theft associated with a contractor of WPPSS, not with

20

21

WPPSS personnel. WPPSS is cooperating fully with the
I

authorities in the investigation of that matter, and that

22 is totally irrelevant as to the question of quality assurance

23

25

Secondly, I shudder to think that this Board
1

may have based its intervention on this quality assurance

contention which referred to a general accounting office
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'li
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II

report which is non-existent. This points up fallacy in

staff's approach that if you assume the facts pleaded to

be true, then the contention is valid. Had this Board

— assumed these facts to be true, and oased intervention on

this contention, it would have been a gross miscarriage of

justice.
That's all I have.

MS, GARRETT: Mrs. Bowers--

MR. PATON: Quick comment. It would not have

~ ~

'.g

10

Il

.12

13

been a gross miscarriage of justice. It would have been

perfectly proper, and I assume the applicant would have

-.filed..a motion for" sinmnary. disposition. next.day which. would:,

have been granted and that's a very orderly way to take

:care of this matter.
~ ~

~ ' r ~

MR..REYNOLDS: Mrs. Bowers, may I -'- one more

16 point.

17 MRS. BOWERS: Well—

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. REYNOLDS: That may give us comfort if
this was a construction permit proceedings, but mindful of

the teachings of Zimmer and River Bend, the Board must

take up the utmost care to assur'e that there is a valid

contention, and whether or not we have a remedy after a

hearing has commenced to the process of summary disposition

is-not much comfort once we are engaged in the hearing.

MRS. BOWERS: Ms. Garrett?





38 MS. GARRETT: Mrs. Bowers, may I just ask

for a clarification from staff? Did the staff ask me to

clarify why we cited all those regs that I cited? If so,

I can do so.

MRS. BOWERS: Will you respond, Mr. Paton?

MR. PATON: Yes.

My statement is that if we have here a

quality assurance contention, quality assurance requirement

10

as set forth in 10CFR, part SO, appendix B, if we have

something more than that, then the recitation of all these

L( 13

. specific references to 10CFR, part SO, that we'e going to

" litigate" something. more -than -appendix 3, and'first "of all, " .

I don''hink that just a reference to the section would

carry the day, and if those are meant to put into. these
C

. proceedings some additional contention which we have not

16 discussed,, I object because I think we have set forth a

17

18

minimum fox an appendix B quality assurance contention.
Y

To that extent, I obj.ect to the citation of these other

19 sections of the part SO.

20

21

22

23

24

MS ~ GARRETT: May I respond?

MRS. BOWERS: Yes.

HS. GARRETT: Yes, I just wanted to clarify
one thing. When we talk in terms of quality assurance, the

quality assurance concept, as I understand it, from SO appendi

25 B, includes questions relating to "managerial and administrati e
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controls to be used to assure safe operation", so this

particular contention relates to quality assurance, yes,

but it also relates to administrative controls and the

inadequacy thereof, and they mere consolidated together

primarily because 50 Appendix B deals with both of them and

seems to consider administrative control as an aspect of

quality assurance.

The other references to Part 50, I guess

that's 50.34, are simply included because they emphasize the

10 importance of managerial and administrative controls in the

12

development of information before the Board by which it
makes its decisions as- to whether to grant.'a license or not,

so I am simply indicating the signifigance of management

. 14 controls. By incorporation, 50.34 references -- now, the

other Part 50 references .that I have included as a matter

16 of form, for'll the contentions, which is 50.40, 50.42 and

17 50.57, simply enumerate the standards and the criteria

which the Board must consider in deciding whether to grant

20

a license or not, and that's Qhy they are included.

MRS. BOWERS: Does that clarify it, Mr.

21 Paton?

22 MR. PATON: Yes.

23

24

DR. COLE: Ms. Garrett has indicated an

accounting report in the Dep~rtment of Interior Report.

25 MS ~ GARRETT: Yes .



40 DR. COLE: Would you identify the report

3

for the Department of Interior?

MS. GARRETT: Yes, it's with the Office of
V

Audit and Investigation, and it's entitled, "Revi.ew of

Washington Public Power Supply System's Contract Administra-

tion in .Bonneville Power Administration's Oversight".

DR. COLE: And the date?

MS. GARRETT: It doesn't have any. other

10

identizying numbers; it has Cover Lettex'eptember 14, 1977.

MRS'OWERS: Are you ready to go on to the

12

13

ne:".t contention, Ideological Effects with Reference to--
MR'.,DARBY.,'...: One thing for the record;

on our Petition No. 3, ~ve did supersede the formulation of

this contention on No. 2. I.would like to correct the mis-...
t

prinC for the xecord. On.Pa~e 25 of that Petition 2, five
16 lines from the bottom, the rezerence to the regulation, there

17 should be 50.57A3, lower case Rom'an 2, and the citation at

the very bottom of that page should be 50.57A31, rather than

19 as indicated.

20 MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, for clarification, I
21

23

24

missed that. Could we first know what the document is we

are referring to?

MR. DARBY: I was referring to the second

petition, what was entitled the amended petition.
25 MRS. BOWERS: At first you said, if I





understood you correctly, that the third petition supersedes

the second, which cleans up the record; there were some

errors in the sentence "second petition".

4 MR. PATON: May T. have it again; you axe

talking about a document entitled, "Amended Petition. for

Leave to intervene" dated November 10?

MR. DARBY: Yes, yes. Page 25.

MR. PATON: May E have that correction again?

DARBY: Five lines from the, bottom should

10

12

13

read 10 CFR 50.57A32, at the very end of the page, it
should read. 50.57A31.

MR. PATON: Thank you.

MS ~ GARRETT: I have a one word addition to

,14

15

16

17

18

19

.the new, contention 6,.which. is in the third document, numbered

Par. 4,,3r'd line, there"-is a'isk fr'om''East facility which

must be, and I would insert the word "cumulatively" evalu-

ated undex NEPA. I just wanted to emphasize the word "cumu- .

latively", and I wanted to emphasize our concern with cumula-

tive impact there.

20 MRS. BONERS: Mr. Reynolds, are you ready to

21

22

proceed?

MR. REYNOLDS: On Contention 6? Yes.

23

25

Apparently, with this contention, the Peti-

tioners mould have the Applicant and the NRC staff demon-

s trate that routine releases and accidental releas es from
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NNP-2, if within prescribed limits, are not harmful. Part

20 of the NRC's regulations prescribes standards of prot:ec-

10

12

13

tion against radiation, as well, Appendix l .of Part 50

provides a numerical guide for design objectives, and limit:-

ing conditions for reactor operation to assure t:hat radio-

active releases are maintained at levels which are reason-

ably achievable. These st:andards and guides were developed

after extensive analysis by the NRC, the Federal Radiation
I

Council, and other competent Federal jurisdictions, and

represent the studied judgment of the sophisticated appropri-
I

ate regulatory authorities as to acceptable levels of radi-
r'.

ation releases. Petitioners do not alleg~ that the appli-
*

cant will not comply with all applicable standards and

14

'
15

16

guides relating to radiation, releases. Accordingly, we
I ~

'I

'submit'hat this'ontenti'orn 'xs''a"chall'eng'e to NRC'egula-

tions, which is proscribed by 10 CFR 2.758 and a line of

18

19

20

21

22

cases starting with Douglas Point.

Aside from that defect, we also submit: that

there is absolutely no supporting basis for the contention

of earlier statements, and certainly do not measure up to

the standards required by 2.714 which are valid contentions.

That's all.
23 MRS. BONERS: Thank you.

25

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, this contention, the

staff believes, raises too many questions to be accepted as





it is presented.

The first numbered paragraph claims that

3 Applicant has failed to demonstrate managerial and.admini-

4 strative controls necessary to assure safe operation, and

that 'it won't be on Part 20, 10 CFR Part 20. I don'

find any basis for that conclusion, and in fact, it's a

little difficult to understand what it is they'e driving

at, whether they won't meet 10 CFR Part 20 because of ad-

9 vanced management, et cetera; you can speculate as to what

10 that means, but considering the NRC requirement that co-. ten-

12

tions should be particularized, I think that one just, doesn'
I

make sense or suffice. I. Chink .it raises more .questions, or

13 it raises a lot of questions as to exactly what it is we are

14

15

trying to contend.
I

The next one',-No. 2, the genetic and somatic
'6

effects regulation to be reproduced have been inadequately

17 considered. It is not at all clear, and the Petitioner's

19

20

are challenging our regulations, and I am not sure what they

are saying to meet Part 20, if it is not good enough, or we

don't need Part 20, is simply not clear what is being conten-

21

22

23

ded there.

Now the next, No. 3 on its face appears to

me challenging the regulations. It says the presence on or

24 near the Hanford Reservation of numerous other facilities

constitute a residual risk not anticipated by the
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regulation, and I think that on its face it is a challenge

to the regulations.

There is a procedure for challenging the

re~lations, and if Petitioners wish to pursue that, they

certainly can, but they just can't come in and state a con-

tention which on its face appears to challenge the regula-

tions.

Now, the last one, No. 4, with the amendment,

if the. Board will bear with me, I would just like to read

10

.12

13

14

aloud; it's very short. "The presence of other plant and

existing nuclear facilities subjects the public to greatly
C ~

' ~ ~ I V

~

'ncreasedrisk of. accidental rel'ease of radiation. 'There is

a risk from each facility which must be evaluated cumulativel
C

And I need just one. minute,. Mrs. Bo'wers~ and I will respond

to that.

16 'MRS'(NERS: I think you referred to cumu«

17 lative.

MR. PATON: Cumulatively evaluated it. You

19 mean the word cumulative precedes the word. evaluate?

20 MRS ~ BOWERS: Yes .

21

23

24

25

MR. PATON: Thank you. The Staff's position

with respect to this portion of this contention is that the

assessment the Petitioners want to make here is not required

by NEPA. They find a legal objection to that contention.

Me say that the assessment they ask for is not required
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1 by NEPA.

MRS. BCMERS: Anything further?

MR. PATON: That's all, Mrs. Bowers.

MRS. BQHERS: Mr. Carr 2

MR. CARR: I wish to remain anonymous.

DR. COLE: Mr. Paton, your last statement

concerning Part 4 of Contention 6, you made a statement that

8 you were not required to permit that kind of evaluation to

NEPA, or submit-that to NEPA, Is that because your require-

11
JL ~J

..12

we'e dealing wi,th in this

...that,. not other. facilities
ceedings2-

10 ment is only to assess the impact of a certain facility that

hearing, is that the reason for
that"are. ogtside of. these pro.-

I

;.14

15

16

MR. PATON: Yes, sir, I think that is correct;
~ 1

I

we cons'ide'red that the'risk 'that 'i's described. by.'Petitioners

from accidental releases from other facilities is more -emote

17 than risks that are required to be considered by NEPA,

18 ItR. COLE: I am not sure that I understood

19 your;:answex .

20 MR. PATON: Let me say this; NEPA does not

21 .require the consideration of envixonmental impacts that are

22

23

—well, I'l leave it there; we just consider the impacts

they describe here as being outside the scope of that re«

24 quix'ement of NEPA.

25 DR. COLE: So then there is two points, that
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you are not obligated to consider a NEPA evaluation in a

certain facility and the impacts of other facilities ahat

are outside the scope of a particular facility for consider-

ing license, and also for this particular facility you do

not have to consider incredible events in your environmental

analysis.

MR. PATON: May T„ have one moment.

(Counsel consults with associates).

MR. PATON: Within this scope of the risk

10 defined by Petitioners, the answer to both questions proposed

is yes.

'12
13 this.

:MRS..BOWERS:.:;The.,Board. has no. questions, on ~

Do Petitioners want to respond'P

„,14

„15

MR. DARBY: . Yes.. First of. all, I'd like to

clarify that our challenge into Contention 6 is a challenge

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

within the regulations, and not to the regulations. My

reading of 50.57A3 is that the Board must find that there

is reasonable assurance both that the activities can be

conducted without endangering the health and safety of the

public, and that such activities will be conducted in com-

pliance with regulations of the chapter, and that is

that might open the possibility that a plant may meet all
the regulations and still not be capable of operation with-

out endangering the health and safety of the public, and it
is that argument which we seek to pursue. That is .not a
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challenge to the re~lations, but a challenge within the

existing framework of regulations.

As far Paragraph 2, considering the genetic

and somatic effects of radiation, if the plant is emitting

radiation, that radiation may have effects, and it is the

duty of the Board to consider that in its safety considera-

10

tions, and for precedence, I cite the Black Fox case, which

deals with a similar contention on somatic and genetic

effects, and that contention, by the way, was admitted in

that particular case. Now as far as our insistence that

12"

13

I

.14.

15

releases of radiation be considered from each facility, what

.we are referring to is:the fact that. the seveia1:.-;.facilities..

presumably operating independently of one another, there is

a probability of risk of accident from each, and the prob-

'ability that a membei 'of the 'public would b'e 'subjected'o'
'6

17

18

the effects of an accident from any of them would be the

sum of the probabilities of being subjected to an accident

from each one of. them.

19 What we are arguing is this; there are already

20

22

23

24

a great number of nuclear facilities on the Hanford reser-

vation, all of which have a risk, but this additional in-

crement would be an unacceptable one, and would increase

the risk to the public to too great an extent, and therefore

the plant cannot be operated without endangering the health

25 and sa fe ty of the public.
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HS. GARRETT: Mrs. Bowers, I have an addi-.

tional comment. I just wanted to note that the EPA guide-

lines which were incorporated by -- well, I did some about

a year and a half ago, but I recall that the EPA guidelines

made reference to the need to assess community impacts that
k

meet, I think the phrase was "complex of projects".

If ever that phrase was applicable, it is

applicable to the Hanford Reservation, and if the Board

10

wishes, I will try to tie this down, but I believe those

EPA regs or EPA guideline, was applicable to the NRC's

" .12

13

assessment by.a certain regulation, Part 51.

MRS."BOWERS: " We will pursue it. "I th'ink

you have given us enough information.

..14 If there is nothing further, .we will go to
. ~ r

Page 8 of the insert to No. 2 P etition, right.; Contention

16 7 ~

17

18

Do you have anything further you would like

to add to this?

20

21

22

23

24

25

MS. GARRETT: Yes. I would like to tighten
I

up the boilerplate in the last sentence, and with the

Board's permission, I would indicate that the second to the

last sentence. in that contention which begins with the word

"moreover", I prefer to read, "Moreover, there exists no

such analysis and evaluation of", and then insert .the two

words, "potential cumulative on-site impact's of the probable
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49 use of the Hanford Reservation", et cetera.

MRS. BOWERS: I'm sorry, but I missed that.

'

r
What is that quote, "moreover"?

MS'ARRETT: The fifth line down, sentence

beginning with, "Moreover".

MRS. BOWERS: And the inserts?

MS. GARRETT: Would be "potential cumulative"

after analysis and evaluation, and then "potential cumulative

on-site impacts".

r ~ r r

10

'L

~ . 12

13

MRS. BOWERS: All right. Anything else?

MS. GARRETT: I'd alter the final sentence,
r

~ ~

and't now'. ieads,"'These deficient analyses violate the

National Environmental Policy Act, 10.:CPR Part 51, and CEQ

"14 guidelines."
'

" 'MRS'.'OWERS: 'Now, the 'final s'entence of that

16 paragraph and the basis--

17 MS. GARRETT: That's in the contention itself;
18 it: is the basic boilerplate I used from NEPA in'art '51.

20

21

22

23

24

25

This results in failure to meet standards required for is-

uance of an operating license. Under 10 CFR 50.40, 50.42

and 50.570, it's the same as many other concluding sentences.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Reynolds?

MR. REYNOLDS: I would like to first note

for the record our objection again, that this contention is

not properly before the Board, because it does not contain
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-« it is not contained in the final amended petition which,

was submitted pursuant to 2.714. We have here perhaps the

most ambiguous contention of all. I guess the best approach

would be to take it piece by piece.

10

The first sentence talks about the fact that

—or the alleged fact -- that the Applicant and the Staff

had not prepared an up-to-date evaluation. If the Petitioner

had read the final safety analysis report for WNP-2, they

mould have found a rigorous and up-to-date evaluation of

that matter.

There is no requirement in NRC regulatio'ns

12

13

or the Atomic Energy Act, .or in NEPA which require the

Applicant or the Staff to evaluate the possibility that

the Hanford Reservation might'ecome a spent fuel repository.

16

It, is simply beyond the jurisdiction of a licensing board
0

in the WNP-2 Operating Procedures, to the extent that this

17

18

contention relates- to the on-site storage, WNP-2, the fuel,

we see that the Petitioners are concerned, but we gee no

-'19 basis for their contention.

20

21

Generalized statements of concern such as

this have been consistently rejected by licensing boards,

22

23

.and there is simply no basis whatsoever for the contention,

and the fact that similar contentions may have been admitted

in other cases, such as the one cited here. Vermont Yankee

25 has no relevance as to whether or not they are well plead'-,-'-,.
V ~
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here. In short, we find that there is no basis for their

contention, and we believe that it should be rejected.

MRS. BOWERS: Before we reply, Mrs. Reynolds,

4 I do want the transcript to reflect that the Board is well

aware of that introductory paragraph in, No. 3 Petition,

which says, "These amendments are supplementary to, and do

not supersede the first amended petition except where speci-

fically noted." That is why we do feel this No. 7 is still

10

very much alive.

Mr. Paton?

12

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, this contention the

staff believes to be legally admissible,'- but: it: does: also

require several comments.

The staff would move, that if this contention

15

16

18

were admitted, we would move to strike the sentence that be-

gins in the fifth line with the word, "Moreover", because

the use of the Hanford Reservation as a spent fuel storage

repository for the entire nation is not an issue that is

19 before this Board. That is simply outside of the jurisdic-
tion of this Board, and that should be stricken.

21 Also, in the next sentence, the Petitioners

indicate that the deficiencies they refer to demonstrate, or

fail to demonstrate adequately the financial qualifications
24 of the Applicant. The Petitioners are advancing here the
25 financial qualification contention, and I don't think it



should be done here. This is clearly an environmental con-

tention from its wording; either that, or confine their

contention to the precise words they have'ere, that for

some reason the ezpansion of the fuel pool demonstrates

their lack of financial qualifications. T. have trouble

understanding the sense of that, but T. think that portion

-of the contention needs clarification, certainly.

Now, the st'aff has no objection to any tech-

nical requirements that Petitioners may have failed to meet

10 in advancing this contention. The fact that it was not

12

physically incorporated in Petition No. 3, we. have no .
I'

~ 'I

objection to that.. Me think we should. have had.a, fair no.-.

13

.14

tice that Petitioners intended to pursue this contention,

and now Mr. Reynolds indicated that if Petitioners are
!

alleging that nei,ther the Applicant or the NRC has prepax'ed

,16

17

an up-to-date evaluation of the environmental impacts, and
!

he says, "They didn't look in the FSAR"-.

19

20

21

22

23

Hell, the Applicant ' documents are submit ted

to the Staff because that is an assist to the Staff, the

ER, for example, is not required by NEPA, the ER, the En-

vironmental Report, is required by the Staff. Mhat is

really at issue here befoxe this Board is the deeper question

of whether or not the NRC Staff has properly evaluated this

24

25

environmental impact.

They have alleged that there is an increase"=-,-'.
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10

in spent fueld storage that has not been assessed, and I
think that is a proper contention.

MRS. BOMERS: Mr. Carr?

MR. C'ARR: Nothing, Mrs. Bowers, thank you.

MRS. BOWERS: The Board has no questions on

this contention,

Ms. Garrett?

MS. GARRETT: I do think I have two comments.
P

Ne agree with the Staff that we had no basis, for ra!ising

economic qualifications and arguments, so we struck that.

13

The whole sentence, in that sentence that I read awhile ago

was meant to, exclude that. reference to those. further .quali-..

fications, also our justification for including reference

15'o
use of the Hanford Reservation as a fuel storage reposi-

"tory was'ased aga'in"on'"the'notion"that'EPA''equiies'an<

16

17

19

20

22

23

24,

25

evaluation of cumulative impacts of other projects or complex

of projects which is incorporated, or incorporates the EPA

guidelines, and in point of fact I seem to recall that the

ER did evaluate the cumulative impacts that might potenti-

ally result from the operation of ether facilities at the

Hanford complex, and what we are saying is simply that that

kind of cumulative analysis should be updated in light of

the Federal Government's very likely plans to locate its
national waste depository there, and we would also emphasize

again, we are not asking the Board to evaluate any off-site
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issues. We are asking for an evaluation of on-site impacts,

and that distinction is very important; we would agree that

3 the Appeal Board has ruled that off-site impacts are not

4 appropriate. We are not 'addressing ourselves to off-site

impacts or off-site occurrences unless related to on-site

6 impacts.

MRS. BOWERS: Anything further on contentions'?
r

>K. HILL: I have been keeping score here,

and I want to be sure that I have it correct, that the

10 Applicant has essentially said that they reject all of the

contentions, is that, correct?

MR. REYNOLDS':. That is cor'rect.

i~. BOWERS: And I believe the Staff accepts

..14

h:

all. but Contention 6 which they rejects
e

C~

MR; PATON: I'l,have to take a minute and

16 review.

17 (COUNSEL CONSULTS WITH ASSOCIATES).
r

MR. PATON: Mr. Hill, I believe the, answer

19 to your question is yes, and you said the staff -- I'd like

20 to make a comment. We accepted all except No. 6, that'
/

21 correct, but the additional statement that B-3, the first
22 three contentions which are labeled, "Need for Power, Cost

25

Benefits and Alternatives", are really only a need for powe'r

contention. W'th that modification, yes.

MR. HILL: Yes, we stated that.
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HR. PATON: Then I agree with your statement,

sir.
MRS ~ BOMERS: Now, a bit of housekeeping.

After receipt of the transcript, we will, of course, study

the entire record, and we will get out an order subsequent

to this pre-hearing conference, and 'I can't give you the

exact date on it; we'l proceed with this as rapidly as

we can, and I don't know what other filings might possibly

10

come in from the parties, but with the idea that maybe-.

something might be filed by the Petitioners, we have no

11
~j

12

problem with the single spacing, as long as you use clear,
l

legible typing. for reproduction.

13 I was involved in a proceeding a year or so

.14 ago where .this kind of light purple stuff was single

'spaced, and it 'was impossible to read, and the working

16

18

20

21

22

23

24

copy is to be double-spaced, and also the regs require that

you send twenty copies to the Docketing Service. Now that'

not necessary. Send us three copies; they have to do the

reproduction run anyway, so that cuts you way back on your

reproduction,

MS'ARRETT: Now let's see if I understand;

I have been sending one copy to the Docketing Service,

in addition to copies to the Board members and other parties

of record.

MRS. BEEPS: You should have sent twenty,
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but you'e been getting by. They would like to have three,

though, in case something happens to the one.

MS'ARRETT: If we have been getting by,

may we continue to try to do so?

MRS. BOWERS: Well, the regs do refer to

twenty copies, and the Licensing Board have been asked to.

ask Petitioners and parties to send three copies, since Dr.

Cole says sometimes our machine eats 'em.

10

Now, let me check to see if there are any

other matters that we should consider at this prehearing

conference.
h

: 12

13

15

Mr. Reynolds?

MR. REYNOLDS: Let me clarify your understand-
P

ing as to the service position. Does that apply to Appli-

cants as well as other parties?

16 MRS. BOWERS: You mean about the three

17 copies?

18 MR. REYNOLDS: Yes .

19

20

21

22

MRS. BOWERS: We have been told by the Dock-

eting people that they have to do a run anyway; of course

I don'0 know if Ppplicants have asked to be relieved of

the twenty copies.

23 MR. REYNOLDS: We'l check into that. Do

24 we get to single space also?

25 (LAUGHTER) .
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MRS. BOWERS: I'm an old
lady.'R.

REYNOLDS: The only statement I have to

the Board is that this Applicant takes this entire proceed-

ing very seriously, and we implore the Board to be extreme-

ly mindful of Zimmer. Please do not trigger a hearing in

this proceedings without taking the so-called utmost care

to assure that we in fact do have individuals here who

8 have legal interests in such a proceedings, and who have a

valid contention.

10 That is all we have to say.

12

13

MRS. BOWERS: Do Petitioners have anything~, ~ 'l, „~
~ .further before we adjouxn2..

S

MR. DARBY: Mrs. Bowers, I would like to

14

15

have permission of the Board to file an additional conten-

tion," and that contention 'would be b'ased upon the 'recent

repudiation by the Commission of the Rasmussen Report, which

17 happened less than fifteen days ago, and so there was no

18 chance for us to file a contention 'within the proper time

1g span, and. we would also like to file a short brief clari-

20 fying our position on the complex of projects issue which

21 Ms. Garrett has raised earlier in the proceedings, and that

22 several of our contentions are based on that sort of con-

23 cept. We would like the chance to clarify that concept to

24 the Board and to the other parties.

25 MRS. BOWERS: What would be your estimated



time of filing this contention brief?

MR. DARBY: Me would try very hard to have

that within a week, if that is acceptable, but T. will check

with the other parties.

1K. REYNOLDS: Ne were hopeful that we

10

could address all contentions here today. Pe are anxious

to get.a prompt board ruling on this petition, so to the

extent that this exercise will delay that ruling, we would

not be too happy about that. I assume that the applicant

and the staff would be permitted to respond to whatever

12.

contention is submitted, both with respect to its lateness
~ ~

: 'and if there is justi.fi.cati,on for. the lateness and to the

13

.- 14

15

merits of the contention. Xt seems to me, in view of the
\

fact that the Lewi,s Study was reported out maybe two weeks .

'go, or ten days ago; whatever, the Petitioners 'could have

16

17

come::.to this proceedings today with something in writing so
1

at the very least the Staff and the Applicant could take it
18 and promptly file something with the Board. Xt sounds as

19

20

though we are talking about two to four weeks'elay be-

fore the Board can even entertain the entire record on their

21

22

23

24

request to intervene here, so in short E think that. if the

Board expedites both the filing of the new contention, the

Applicant and Sta f's response thereto, and the issuance of

the Board's order, that is about the best you can do, E

25 guess ~
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MRS. BOWERS: 5h. Paton?

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, I would like the

record to show very clearly that my comments have nothing

to do with the merits of anything that the Commission may

or may not have said about Wash. 1400 recently.

With that statement, if the Petitioners

wish to file some paper requesting some kind of relief on

that, I don't object to their filing a paper.

I, frankly, and obviously the Staff, will
10 have an opportunity to reply. I just mant to make sure

12

that the record has no inference that I made any statement
V, ~

.as to the merits of: such.a c3.aim.13'RS. BOWERS: I didn't understand a word you

14J'aid
(LAUGHTER)

I ~

17

MR. PATON: No objection.

MR. DARBY: If I may add one point; we don'

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

ex~ect the Board to wait for this additional contention in

reaching its ruling. We are asking for permission, assuming

a favorable response to our Petition, therefore we are not

asking you to hold in abeyance your decision on our Petition

while ve prepare this contention.

MR. REYNOLDS: On that basis, the Applicant

would have no objection; that is with the understanding that

25 the Board will take the case as submitted at this time and:.'.::
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e
will rule on the basis of the record when it is closed

today.

Subsequently filed contentions are perfectly

acceptable to us on that basis.

MS. GARRETT: We would like to note that: we

are going to file a brief brief about the cumulative pro-

jects issue, with that exception.

MRS. BOWERS: Now, that goes to the heart of
/

some contentions.

10 MR. REYNOLDS: And we would object to that,

~ ~

c
12

13

because everything was supposed to be in and filed fifteen
'I

-h

: 'ays before this "conference 'We would object to that;-""

MS. GARRETT: This relates more to the Board's

jurisdiction and to. legal matters than to .matters of fact

15 that may have been filed as basis for. contentions.

16
/

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

MRS ~ BOWERS: S taff?

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, Staff has no objec-

tion. Has there been some clarification as 'to when t:his

document will be filed. Is that within a week?

MS. GARRETT: Yes.

MR. PATON: Staff has no objection to that.

MRS. BOWERS: And the Applicant's response?

MR.'EYNOLDS: When is .the document going

to be filed?
25 MS. GARRETT: We want to develop a point
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that SEPA guidelines require collective requirements under
4'

vaxiety of subjects. That shouldn't take very long either

in time or place.

MR. REYNOLDS: That is material that should
P

have been submitted fifteen days ago; we object to that.

MRS. BOMERS: Ne agree with Mr. Reynolds

that this. amendment should have been before us today. Me

would like to see a brief on this'oint. Of course that

also raises the question of response.

10

13

MR. REYNOLDS: Yes, it does.
t

1

MR. PITON: May I ask a question? Is this
l *

brief in connection with the contention, that we..have .air'eady.

~

~discussed; it is not a brief on a new issue?

16

, .MS ~ GARRETT:.„, No.,; .~, ~
1

MR. REYNOLDS: May I make a point, Mrs.

Bowers? Ne were to have this prehearing conference origin-

17

19

ally back in November, and here we are on January 25, and

we are told by the Petitioners that they are not done sub-

mitting theix'aterial. 'his is not a new issue. The

20

21

issue was before us back in November.. Hhen do we draw the

line? Nhen do we enforce the regulations? I think here is

22

23

24

25

an appropriate place to do so.

MR. DARBY: It is definitely not the intentio

of the Petitioners to further delay the proceedings, and so

our other contentions, which don't depend upon this brief,
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and since only one valid contention is necessary in order

for you to pass upon our petition, we would ask that you

not delay your deliberations in waiting for this document.

We would like, then, to be allowed to file this document

if and when the Board grants us status to intervene, so

that we might clarify those additional contentions.

MS. GARRETT: I think what we would ask is

that you delay ruling on the admissibility of Contentions

6 and 7 which do depend in part upon this concept. We would

10 ask if you could simply rule on 'thyrse at a later time and

12

13

not delay this. present ruling.
'': ''MRS.. B(WERS: We 'wi11 proceed with those '.

that are ripe for ruling and allow a week and hopefully a

14

15

16

, response at. the same. time if this motion is granted. These
' 'L ~

Petitioners have not been given a great deal of specific

reaction to some of the things that they have done since that

first petition. There really wasn't the nitty-gritty reactio

18

19

20

21

22

23

to the second petition for them to know that other parties

might feel that this was something not required by NEPA,

and of course there wasn't time for a 'reaction to the third

petition, and the submittal provided for in the regulations

creates an impossibility. An amended petition submitted

fifteen days prior to the prehearing conference is really

24

25

the only way that the parties can respond, and our licensing

plant has asked that we change the language of the
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regulations creating this impossibility.

Are there any other matters to be consid-

ered?

MR. REYNOLDS: I have one inquiry. As the

Board is well aware, it must rule on interest, and one con«

6 tention. It may rule on all the contentions. Do you know

at this point what you intend to do?

MRS, BORDERS: Ne're not sure, but the prac-

tice now seems to be to appoint a Petition Review Board

]0 as a continuing Board, so that is why we felt it was

11

I

12

13

14

J

15

important, as long as we were making a trip out here, to

.'run, down through all of the contentions, and.then:after

use have studied the record, we will know as to whether we

ruled on all the issues that are .ripe, or just the one.

Now, I am going to ask a question,'nd I .

16 don't want anyone to misunderstand; the reason I am asking

17 this is that we may not be together again, and we don'

18 know, and of course don't know what the ruling is going to

)g be, whether it admitted or whether they will be no hearings,

20 so please don't misconstrue this; but if it happens that

21 there is the admission of the Petitioners and there is a

22 hearing, what is the situation a far as location? There

23 are a few people here today in the audience, and very few;

24 of course it is a working day, and people who might have been

25 interested couldn't be.;here. Would Seattle, if there is a
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proceeding, is Seattle more convenient to everyone, or less

convenient? I know it should be as close as possible for

the convenience of the parties, but often has been set in

a metropolitan area. You don't need to take a dogsled from

there: on.

MR. REYNOLDS: Actually, the ability to

10

come and go from the Tri-Cities area is not bad at all.
Every other case involving this applicant has been held

right here in Richland. lt is our view very strongly that

the people of the Tri-Cities are the people with the most

12

13

14

15

interest in,what goes on. I don't want to attach any sig-.
P

nifigance to -the, absence"of an. audience here,.because

people in the Tri-Cities are very well informed on nuclear

power, .and don't have the, concerns that other people in,
~ aq

other regions who'may be less. we11-informed'm.'ght have.

16

17

We feel very strongly that any proceedings in this case

should be held right here in Richland.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MRS. BOWERS: Do Petitioners have a position?

MR. DARBY: The Petitioners concur with
the'pplicants.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Paton?

MR. PATON: Mrs. Bowers, in light of Appli-

cant's and Intervenor's indication that this is the place

to be, Staff certainly doesn't object to that. l was going

to say, certainly, if there is a hearing, the first day or.
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two should be here, but in light of the representation of

all parties that this is the place, I guess Staff would agree

with that.
'RS.

BOWERS: Ms. Garrett?

MS. GARRETT: The only concern that I have

is that, persons who might be otherwise willing to serve as

witnesses might hesitate iz the proceedings are held in

Richland. I don't know quite what you propose to do about

this at this point, but if at some future point it proves

to be a problem for us, would the Board be willing to enter»

~ 12-

. tain some ~ ay of meeting that difficulty; for example, a

~ few .days o;. hearings -in Port].and .and xemoval to Richkan'd?

MRS. BONEBS: I think we'd have a pxoblem

,14 . with going.out of state.'n some. instances, .if it were a
C

particularly sen'sitive matter involving employees, their

16 concern, if that came up in the proceedings, there are sit-
.. uations where something could be granted, but we will con-

sider it. It's so hard to get a conference at all for the

20

21

22

23

parties, with a time change of three hours, because we have

various problems.

Mr. Carr, do you want to respond to any of

this?

NR. CARR: I just spoke to Hr. Lewis about

24 that, and after all the times that the State Energy facili- .

ty has asked,us to call on them across the street, we at
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least owe them one. I think we'd have liked them coming

over here. We believe absolutely that the hearing should

10

be held here, and unquestionably should be held in the State
'\

of Washington.

MRS. BOWERS: The Board has no objection.

MR. CARR: Well, since you called upon me,

I might assist you as you put on your thinking caps. Of

course, any further involvement by the State of Washington

in this proceeding anyway would be dependent upon what you

do concerning the petition before you. At this minute,

~ ~ f2

13

however, our inclination probably is the same as I indi-

cated earlier, that we don't feel comfortable invol.y'ing.

ourselves in a highly adversary contentious xole in the

16

proceedings, however, should it become necessary in the

future; I think that we might wish to continue our presence

in the proceedings, however, should it become necessary in
17 the future, I think that we might wish to continue our

presence in the proceedings, and we probably will address

19

20

ourselves basically to overriding policy questions as we see

them, and attempt to account for it that way; I don'

21

22

anticipate that we will be putting on a case in the same

manner that the other parties will.
23 MRS. BOWERS: You know that you are eligible
24 to ~

MR. CARR: I understand that, but it is
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certainly subject to change, but at this point I think that

is a s'afe statement of what we intend to do.

MRS. BONERS: Does anybody have anything

further?

MR. REYNOLDS: Nothing further'rom the

Applicant.

MS. GARRETT:: Nothing further.

MR. PATON: He have nothing.

MRS.:.BCMERS: Mr. Carr?

MR. CARR: No, nothing.

, MRS. BONERS: The Board has nothing further,

.„.14

so we.wi11 adje %1~J4 4 ~

(HEARING ADJOURNED AT 1:40 P.M.)
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